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INTRODUCTION

These four reports are based on a survey of Civil Defense and
Cold War Attitudes conducted in mid-1963 under a contract
between the University of Pittsburgh and the Office of the
Secretary of the Army, OCD-OS-63-48.
Interviews were conducted
with a national probability sample of 1,434 Americans.
The
field
work and sample design were done by the National Opinion
Research Center (NORC) of the University of Chicago.
Each report takes as a topic a key aspect of the sample's orientation
to civil
defense systems and cold war issues and
analyzes it
in terms of relevant social and personal characteristics.
Interview schedules were administered in the summer of 1963 and dealt with the likelihood and desirability
of various alternative
shelter systems and cold war outcomes.
In addition to the data collected on attitudes
and opinions
on the central
issues respondents were asked a series
of questions specifying pertinent elements of their
social and personal attributes.
These dealt with such topics as marital
status,
family income, education, age, etc.,
and a variety
of other questions tapping these dimensions.
These reports have been prepared by the Director and staff
of the Research Office of the Department of Sociology of the
University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of the reports follow
this
introduction.
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ABSTRACTS

COST OF CIVIL DEFENSE:
Nehnevajsa
Jiri

A STUDY OF P1BILIC VIEWS

This report is based on the responses of 1,434 Americans in
a national probability sample to a series of items concerning their perception of the cost of American's civil defense
programs and their estimates of how much the United States
The preferred level of annual spendought to be .spending.
ing is found to be substantially higher than the estimated
This holds for all population
current level of spending.
Further, this estimated level of
categories considered.
expenditure is much higher than the actual civil defense
The public believes that
spending for current programs.
national civil defense spending has been much larger than,
Generally, the public seems to feel
in fact, it has been.
It appears that the pablic is
that more should be spent.
more receptive to civil defense expenditures when they are
phrased in terms of per capita spending rather than total
annual cost.

LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS
Dorothy V. Brodie

A national probability sample of 1,434 Americans was queried
This
concerning its level of civil defense preparedness.
report is based on analysis of responses to two key questions.
The respondents were asked if they and their families had a
Those refallout shelter which they had set up themselves.
spondents who had no shelter were then asked if they were
protected in any way and how they were protected in case of
This essentially provides two different
nuclear attack.
real (for those who have shelters)
of
preparedness,
levels
and perceived (for those who have no shelters but feel pro-

tected for a variety of reasons).
The figure of 2.2 percent of the sample as shelter owners
is comparable to reported findings of other studies in this
The small size of the shelter owner sub-group in the
area.
analysis limits the conclusions that can be drawn from a conGenerally, however,
parison of them with non-shelter owners.

those respondents in our sample who were shelter owners tended
to be young,
6

to own their own hooe,

rather well educated,
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high income and high statusp resident in the Northeast and
Republican in political preference.
About a quarter of the sample, 24.9 percent, felt
that they
had some protection even though they weren't shelter owners.
These people have many characteristics in common with shelter
owners.
Generally speaking they are a little
younger than
shelter owners and of somewhat lower status, although their
status characteristics still
rank objectively rather high.
Their perceived protection comes from an impromptu shelter
in the home, or a community shelter.
Those relying on community shelters were generally lower in status than those
relying on impromptu home shelters.

MARKING AND STOCKING PROGRAM
Donna Krochmal
Respondents in a national probability survey of 1,434 Americans were asked to describe the present Civil Defense program in their respective communities in terms of the surveying, marking and stocking of available shelter spaces.
They were also asked how likely it was that shelter spaces
are marked and stocked with everything necessary for survival
as well as how desirable this might be.
They were then asked
how desirable they thought this was for their neighbors and
the President.
Ninety percent of the sample felt
it desirable that shelter
spaces be marked and stocked while three fourths of them thought
it certain or likely that this would actually happen.
Similarly, ninety percent felt
that their neighbors also found
this program desirable and over ninety percent thought the
President was favorable.
However, a little
more than half
the sample claimed that they knew of nothing that has been
done for Civil Defense in their communities.
Generally, these
results seem to be pretty homogeneous, with no major population sub-group differences.
To some extent respondents of
higher socio-economic status were more informed about the
program than those of lower status.
Both socio-economic groups
manifested similar likelihood patterns but the lower status
groups found the marking and stocking program more desirable
than the higher status groupings.
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INFOPMATION LAVIIL
Richard Pomeroy
This report is based on the mid-1963 survey of Civil Defense
and Cold War Attitudes.
It examines the overall information
level of a national probability sample of 1,434 Americans
on the topics of nuclear war and fallout
shelters.
Respondents were asked to recall any movies, televi
ion programs,
or reading material they may have encounterea that dealt with
nuclear war or fallout
shelters.
Over two thirds
of the sample reported exposure to information on these topics.
These
"exposed" respondents tend to be young, well educated, high
income, have a number of young children and work at a relatively
high-status occupation.
They are likely
to live in
urban and suburban rather than rural areas and the male head
of household usually had military service.
The most frequently
reported source of information was from articles,
pamphlets, etc.,
with 67.2 percent of the sample being able to recall
one or

more of these.

A total of 54,0 percent recalled a movie or

TV program.
Very few had read any "books" on these topics
and the books mentioned were usually popular novels.
In large
part the "information" communicated by movies and television
was essentially
non-technical, usually consisting of a science
fiction
production rather than a factual report.
Although
the content of the information respondents were able to recall
was usually some form or another of "entertainment".
this
was not always the case.
Of those respondents actually replying to the items from the questionnaire, some sixteen percent recalled exposure to Civil Defense sponsored literature
and another 6.9 percent mentioned other government agencies
as sources of information on nuclear war and fallout
shelters.
Thus, over a fifth
of the sample, 22.9 percent, were able
to recall
reading of material sponsored by either
the Office
of Civil Defense or by some othur novernment agency.
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Introduction

In his opening statement on Nay 28, 1963, before the Subcommittee No. 3 of the Committee on Armed Services of the House
of RepresentativesSteuart L. Pittman, Assistant Secretary of
Defense, disicussed six basic choices which the nation faces
in its
dvcisions about the kind and scope of civil defense
programs that might be adopted. 1
The first
alternative involves essentially a "no shelter policy".
This is an
inexpersive option.
In fact, Secretary Pittman suggested
that it might be even better to drop the subject of civil
defense entirely save for the program's applicability to
coping with natural disasters and continuity of government
under possible conditions of war.
The second alternative is based principally on continuing of
shelter survey programs with provisions for appropriate support systems.
It might cost the Federal Government about
$1CO million annuilly.
The third alternative--the actual proposal on the part of the
Administration for the Committee's consideration--entails
costs of $300 million annually.
The fourth program, which envisages a build-up over a fiveyear period to supply enough fallout shelter spaces for the
entire population, was estimated as totalling to $2.1 billion;
hence, about $400 million annually.
The fifth
alternative augments the previous option by some
blhst protection in likely target areas.
Its costs come to
some $20 billion over five to seven years; thus between $3
and $4billion annually over this duration.
The sixth alternative involves full fallout shelter systems
coupled with antiballistic
missile defenses.
Its total cost
might be somewhat similar to that of the fallout-and-blast
shelter option.
Between late June and early August, 1963, we conducted a naticnwide study of attitudes toward the Cold War and civil defense.
The field work was done by the National Opinion Research Center
of the University of Chicago, and the sample design called for
a probability sample of 1,500 Americans.
Actually, 1,434 interviews were completed before the cut-off date for the 'ield
operations, and the discrepancy between the planned-for and
the actual number is accounted for by impossibility to reas-,
some respondents even after a substantial number of call-bac,. 3
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This report deals with the costs of civil defense programs.
The respondents were asked how much they thought the nation
was spending for civil defense; and also, how much they
thought the United States ought to be spending.
Thus it is possible to place
tary Pittman laid out before
the nation's estimates as to
tions as to what ought to be

the program levels which Secrethe Congress into a conteit of
what is beixiS spent, and evaluaspent.

We are not assuming that people know, or should know, what
civil defense efforts are costing.
Nor are we assuming that
they should be able to total all the complex figures to arrive
at some actual amount that they think the country should be
investing in the programs.
Rather, public cost estimates are
one type of expression of attitude, and the relative reasonableness of the cost figures cited is not at issue.
Yet, the da&ta have important implications. This report will
explore them, and make them explicit in the process.
2.

Imanes of Civil Defense Costs

To establish what Americans believe is being spent on civil
defense, we asked the following question:
"How much would you guess our country is spending
at the present time yearly for each man, woman
and child for Civil Defense programs? Less than
a dollar a year? Less than five dollars? Ten 4
dollars? Twenty-five? Fifty? Or over fifty?"
Table 1. provides the national distribution both relative to
the total sample and to those respondents who were willing
to make an estimate.
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Table 1.
ESTIMATES CF ANNUAL CIVIL DEFENSE EXPENDITURES
FOR EACH MRN, WWAN, AND CHILD
In
Total
Sample

Percent
Excluding
Don' t Knows

0.7

0.9

Less than $1.00

13.7

17.2

$1.00-$5.00

27.8

35.0

$5.00-$10.00

14.4

18.1

$10.00-$25 .00

8.7

11.0

$25.00-$50.00

6.1

7.7

Over $50.00

8.0

10.1

20.3

XXX

0.3

XXX

Nothing

Don' t know
No answer

(100.0)
(1434)

(100.0)
(1137)

The November 15, 1963 Current Population Report estimates the
of 1963 as 190,039,000 including
nation's population in the fall
Armed Forces abroad, 189,306,000 total resident population, and
We shall use the latter
187,297,000 total civilian population.
figure--the estimated civilian population of 187.3 million--to
5
arrive at the perceived program levels.
that about one in five Americans are
It is clear from Table 1.
unable to make a guess as to annual civil defense expenditures.
This means that
The median estimated cost is $4.64 per person.
the respondents as a whole believe that the current program level
is about $869 million annually.
of that which was involved
The figure is more than almost a triple
in the Administration proposal considered during the summer and
fall
of 1963 (H.R. 8200); and it is 2.2 times higher than the full
fallout shelter program which Secretary Pittman sketched out as
the fourth alternative.
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In all,
18.1 percent of the respondents think that the nation
is spending less than $187 million annually (that is,
less
than $1.00 or nothing per person).
And 17.8 percent are convinced that -me are spending at an annual rate of about $4.7
billion (these are respondents who say that the expenditures
are $25.00 or more yearly).
There are sharp regional differences (Table 2.) when we consider
the respondents who on one hand think that less than $200 million
is t•ing spent, and those who are convinced that the civil
defense effort already involves billions of dollars per year.
Table 2.
PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS BY NATION'S ROG;IONS
WHO ARE OF THE OPINION THAT LESS THAN $200
MILLION, OR MORE THAN• $4 BILLION IS BEING
SPENT ON CIVIL DEFENSE PROGRAMS ANNUALLY
In Percent
Less than
$200 Million

More than
S4 Billion

Median
in dollars
ger Rerson

New England

15.6

8.8

3.69

Middle Atlantic

19.1

15.8

4.46

Bast North Central

16.3

17.2

4.61

West North Central

18.9

22.8

6.20

South Atlantic

19.1

14.5

4.46

East South Central

31.8

15.9

3.91

West South Central

21.0

13.5

4.01

5.3

13.1

7.00

15.1

28.3

4.47

Mountain
Pacific

The highest median (Mountain states including Arizona, Colorado,
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Nexico, Utahani Wyoming) amounts to
an estimated annual program at $1.3 billion.
In the West North
Central states (Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Minnesota, Missouri,
North Dakota, and South Dakota), the result yields an annual level
of $1.3 billion approimately.
Even the lowest estimate (New
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England)
adds up to $691 million yearly, and the second lowest estimate (East South Central states including Alabama,
Kentucky, Kississippi, and Tennessee) comes to an annual program cost of $732 million.
It seems particularly useful to consider the extreme groups
of respondents.
Those who believe that the annual expenses
are less than $200 million, and those who think that they
already exceed $4 billion.
The reason f.ir this is simple
the realistic
enough: other than the "no shelter program", all
program levels fall
above the $200 million mark.
And only
the two most demanding options--fallout shelters with some
blast shelters in likely target areas, and fallout shelters
coupled with antiballistic missile defense--exceed an annual
expenditure of $4 billion according to the current and best
available Administration estimates.
In this sense, 16.4 percent of white respondents guess at
costs compatible with the most expensive alternatives; whereas 28.0 percent of Negro respondents do so. On the other
hand, 18.5 percent of the whites estimate expenses below
$200 million, and 14.4 percent Negroes do.
Men believe that the nation is spending less (median of
$4.12) than women estimate (median of $5.24).
Among men,
14.7 percent fall
beyond the $4 billion program level, and
23.0 percent below the $200 million plateau.
Among women,
the percentages are 20.S (beyond $4 billion) and 13.7 percent (less than $200 million).
Although attitudes toward civil defense generally correlate
with age (in that younger people consistently appear to be
more favorable than older people), no clear patterns emerge
when it comes to assessing current costs.
The various age
groups are quite similar to one another except for the
youngest people (20-29 years of age) among whom the median
guess comes to $6.38 while it ranges between $4.18 and
6
$4.56 for the remaining age groups.

U
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Table 3.
3SIPRTD ANuIAL COSTS (F CIVIL DFBNss
PRCRANS BY NMRITAL STATUS
(F RRSPOM)NTS
In Percent

Less than
$200 Million

More than
$4 Billion

Median
in dollars
er person

Married

18.4

16.6

4.46

Single

14.2

23.6

6.99

Divorced

21.0

2869

6.99

Separated

16.7

20.0

7.14

Widowd

21.2

15.4

3.85

Table 3. reveals considerable differences depending on the
wtaT status of the respondent.
Single people, divorced
and separated respondents give much higher estimates than
either oarried or widowed interviewees.
The responses on
the part of the separated respondents imply a $1.3 billion
a year program, whereas those of widowed interviewees reflect
a program of about half that magnitude.

The most educated respondents (beyond college level) give
the most realistic
estimate when we consider the actual
pattern of national expenditures.
But even this estimate
is high:
$2.43 per person, or an annual program of about
$455 million.
Table 4. gives the details in terms of
educational categories.

Table 4.
PrRCPT ION OF CURRNT PROGRA COSTS
BY EDUCATION OF THE RESPONDW1T
In Percent
Less than
$200 Million
No schooling

Nore than
$4 Billion

MOdian
in dollars
Der person

0

Grammar school

18.1

20.4

4.68

Some high school

17.2

19.8

4.96

Completed high school

15.0

20.1

5.19

Some college

20.1

13.6

4.61

College

17.7

1l.S

3.88

Beyond college

37.3

10.2

2.43

*Only four respondents in all, and three failed to answer
the question.
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Occupational differences are actually even sharper than
that. Farm laborers, service workers, industrial laborers,
The
and clerical workers give particularly high estimates.
program level which the few farm laborers in the sample are
referring to amounts to $3.3 billion annually! Sales workers
Table 5. is a
and professionals give the lowest estimates.
summary of the data.
Tabls S.
PSRCBPTIONS OF CIVIL DBF8NSR COSTS PER ANNUN
BY OCCUPATION
In Percent
Nore than
$4 Billion

Median
in dollars
per DersM

21.9

13.0

3.96

20.5

13.7

5.20

UM96gers, officials,
proprietors

25.3

20.2

4.59

Clerical workers

12.S

17.1

5.23

Sales workers

18.2

9.1

3.62

Craf tsmen, formn

17.2

19.0

4.88

Operatives

14.6

23.4

4.57

Service workers

12.3

26.4

6.48

0.0

42.9

19.1

14.0

Less than

L200 Million
Professionals
Farmers,

farm managers

Farm laborers
Laborers

17.4
5.26
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There is a tendency for people with very low incomes and very
high ones to give very high estimates of annual civil defense
expenditures.
Table 6. documents this.

Table 6.
ESTINkTHS OF ANNUAL CIVIL DBFBSS WJNSSS
BY RBSFONDDNT INCONB
In Percent
Less than
:&200 Million

Nore than
$4 Billion

Median
in dollars
er
rson

Less than $3,000

10.5

24.7

6.S2

$3,000-$4,999

19.7

19.8

4.61

$5,000-$7,499

19.1

16.6

4.46

$7,S00-$9,999

17.8

15.0

4.41

$10,000-$14,999

23.3

IS.0

4.00

$15,000-$24,999

19.6

9.8

4.10

Over $25,000

20.0

20.0

5.62

A somewhat similar relationship links the cost estimates and
class identification:
people in upper and lower classes are
such more prone to give very high guesses about current expenditures, whereas middle class respondents are relatively
lower. (Table 7..)
Table 7.
ANMNAL CIVIL DsPWM31
COST UTIMTIS
BY SOCIAL CLASS ID6TWIIkTION

Less than

£3003

More than

111lio9

Median
in dollars

LMi onBlin

Upper class

11.5

23.1

7.16

Middle class

20.2

10.0

4.16

Working class

16.2

19.2

5.02

Lower class

16.7

21.4

5.80
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Among people who own their residence, 20.0 percent give the
lowst estimate (less than $200 million), and 14.6 percent
guess at expenses in excess of $4 billion. The percentages
are just about reversed among those respondents who are
15.1 percent give a low
renting their place of residence:
The median dollar
estimate, and 23.2 percent a high one.
value is $4.33 for owners, and $5.51 for renters.
Two major themes seem to be involved in the variation of
estimates on the part of various subgroups of our population.
For one, people who are somewhat more favorably disposed to
civil defense measures tend to give high estimates of current
less favorable toward
expenses than people who are a little
This theme is not documented in
civil defense in general.
the present report, but is a subject of other papers based on
Secondly, two quite different groups of responthis study.
dents also have a tendency to give higher estimates of
The first group seems
expenditures than other respondents.
to include people who cite larger per capita amounts simply
because the smaller amounts seen very small to them--parThe second group
ticularly relative to their own standards.
seems to consist of people who probably do not have much of
a comprehension about the total amounts involved because
they are entirely unaccustomed to think in terms of millions
or even billions of dollars.
Group by group, the estimates are drasticalty higher than
what civil defense programs have been actually costing.
It is clear from the data that great majorities of the population are implying programs beyond the $1 billion yearly
range; and many, about one in five, think that the governThis
ment is spending in exceus of $4 billion annually.
is important to realize because these cost levels go only with
the most elaborate civil defense systems thus far seriously
considered by the Administration--and not, in fact, proposed
for Congressional adoption as yet, if ever.
Mow in part the results may be an artifact of the question.
In dollars per person, it does not seem much to be investing
one, or five, or even ten or &ore dollars per individual for
Obny people may not know the total population
the programs.
even
if they do, they may not convert the per
sise.
And
capita expenditures into total expenses before answering the
questiont in fact, it is unlikely that any of the respondents do so.
The data imply the notion that if information about actual
2gr c.Lt expenditures were systematically disseminated to
tOe public, most people would be extremely surprised how

I
And, of
little
civil defense programs have been costing.
course, they would be similarly surprised to realize how
little
current Administration proposals amount to in per
capita yearly costs.
This realization might have two, rather opposite, effects.
Indeed, it is likely that both would occur.
On one hand,
the recognition that civil defense programs are costing
much less than people think might account for further
receptivity to civil defense efforts.
On the other hand,
the realization how little
they cost compared with what
people think they cost Pay lead to the conviction that the
current programs, or even the inexpensive proposed efforts,
c.annot be very adequate, precisely because they are, or
appear to be, so cheap.
Thus one mode of response postulated enhanced acceptability
of civil defense.
The other mode suggests decreased acceptability because of degraded credibility of program effectiveness.
We suggest that actually enhanced acceptance would result
from an educational effort to explain the current, and
future, per capita costs of civil defense.
This we conclude
somewhat apart from the cost estimates themselves.
Rather,
this seems to be the most likely consequence because the
public is largely convinced that shelters do have a good deore of effectiveness, and this response occurs in no
connection with either guessing at, or knowing, program
costs.
In Berlo's research at Michigan State University, for example,
43 percent of the eight city respondents believed that they
would have '"a very good chance"" of escaping radiation sickness if they were in shelters and lived "far enough away to
escape the bomb blast".
An additional 33 percent of the
respondents thought that they would at least have "some chance".
and only 6 percent believed that they would have "no chance
at all". 7
Withey has reported that 37 percent of the national respondent'
in his late 1961 study cited shelters in response to an openended probe as to what might be done to "make the attack on the
United States less damaging"; an additional 24 percent of the
respondents further thought that shelters would help, and 10
percent believed that they would be of some help.8
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In our own study, the respondents were asked whether they
agreed that "fallout shelters provide some chance of living
Some 20.6 percent "strongly agreed"
through a nucleax war".
with the statement, and 69.9 percent "agreed" with it,
whereas only 3.6 rercent "strongly disagreed", and 7.6 percent "disagreed".
These types of indirect data indicate that people are convinced of some degree of effectiveness of shelter programs
From the data presented in
anart from cost considerations.
apparent that they also
is
it
report,
the
of
this section
think that much more money is being spent than is actually
It seems therefore that if certain beliefs
being spent.
in effectiveness of civil defense programs exist and are
coupled with overestimates of costs, realization that some'
of these effectiveness levels can be achieved, or are being
achieved, at a much lower cost should lead to increased,
rather than degraded, acceptance.
Now if people think also that we are already spending too
much, or far too much, this conclusion has to be revised.
The next section of the report deals with the problem.

3.

Desirable Cost Levels

People believe that the United States is spending much
more on civil defense programs than is actually being
spent.
And, in fact, Americans believe that much more
ought to be spent than they now estimate is being invested annually.
Table 8. is a summary. For convenience,
it includes the basic data from Table 1. as well.

Table 8.
ESTIMATES OF DESIRABLE AND CURRENT
LEVELS OF SPENDING
United States
Currently Spending

Ouaht to be SPending

In Percent

In Percent

Total
§aMle.

Excluding
Don't Knows

0.7

0.9

1.5

1.7

Less than $1.00

13.7

17.2

2.9

3.4

$1.00-$5.00

27.8

35.0

15.8

18.4

$5.00-$I0.O0

14.4

18.1

13.4

15.7

$10.00-$25.O0

8.7

11.0

13.5

15.7

$25.00-$50.O0

6.1

7.7

7.7

9.0

Over $50.00

8.0

10.1

10.5

12.3

Any amount
necessary

XXX

XXX

20.4

23.8

Don't know

20.3

XXX

13.6

WXX

0.3

X0X

0.5

)X0

Nothing

No answer

(100.0)
(1434)

(100.0)
(1137)

Total
Sa§mle

(100.0)
(1434)

Excluding
Don't Knows

(100.0)
(1232)
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Excluding the don't knows, 18.1 percent of the respondents
believed that we are spending $1.00 or less (including no
spending).
But only 5.1 percent believe that we ought to
be spending this much, or this little.
Similarly, 17.8
percent think that we are spending in excess of $25.00
per person; but 21.3 percent think that we ought to be
spending at least $25.00 per person.
Furthermore, it turns out that 23.8 percent of the respondents answered that the nation ought to be spendino any
amount necessary althouch this response was not suggested
to then by the interviewer at all, and was recorded only
when it was spontaneously given by the subject.
In fact,
the question was:
"How much do you think our country should spend
for each man, woman and child for Civil Defense
programs? Less than a dollar a year? Less than
five dollars? Ten Dollars? Twenty-five? Fifty?
Or over fifty?",1
Almost one in four Americans chose to say that any nec,•ssary
amount Ought to be spent; one in fifty chose to say that
nothing should be spent at all.
Although over 20 percent of the respondents claim that they
do not know how much is currently being spent, the percentage of interviewees unwilling, or unable, to make an estimate
declines to 13.6 percent when they are asked their opinion
as to how much should be spent.
This, of course, can be
expected.
If we assume that the "any amount necessary" response is
the strongest one (and thus falls potentially even beyond
the "over $50.00" answer, since presumably if the program
were to cost in excess of this, the respondents would
the median annual cost is $20.32
still
go along with it),
per capita. The desirable yearly level thus comes to
$3.8 billion for the sam&9l as a whole--this is very close
indeed to expense requirements associated with the most
demanding civil defense options (fallout shelters for all,
along with blast shelters in likely target areas; fallout
shelters for all, along with antiballistic missile defense).
This median is 6.8 times that of the $300 million annually
implied in the option which the Administration proposed
in 1963; and it is about 5 times the amount entailed in
the development of a full fallout shelter program for the
whole population.
Indeed, the total cost (estimated at
$2.1 billion) of the full fallout shelter program is less
than what Americans think ought to be spent anpually.
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We do not think that these estimates are exceptionally
high in some very crucial sense.
For the public is
merely saying that we might spend about 4 percent of the
nation's annual budget on providing protection for the
population in the event of a thermonuclear war.
The
estimates are very high considering the patterns of fund
allocation in the past; and also, considering the specific
proposals which the Administration has been putting forth
for the Congress to act upon.
The estimates are also very high considering the impressions
about civil defense programs which one gets from the scrutiny
of newspaper and magazine literature, from which one might
easily derive the notion that the programs are opposed by
just about everyone.
Nothing seems further removed from
fact, a point which other studies and our other reports
document all
too well.
Table 9. gives the data for respondents who think that the
program level ought to be less than $200 million annually
($1.00 or nothing per capita), and those who believe it
ought to be over $4 billion ($25.00 or more per capita,
but excluding those who say "any amount necessary").
There
is a tendency for people from large urbanized complexes
to support more expensive programs.
Table 9.
DESIRABLE LEVEL OF ANNUAL CIVIL DEFENSE
EXPENSES BY SAM4PLE UNIT SIZE
In Percent
Less than
$200 Million

More than
$4 Billion

Median*
in dollars
1wr-person

Largest metropolitan
(2,000,000 and over)

6.3

28.3

23.10

Large metropolitan

4.9

20.3

22.26

County with large city
of 10,000 and over

4.5

18.1

17.50

County with no city
over 10,000

5.4

18.1

17.05

*Including "any amount necessary" as the highest
response category.
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Important regional variations remain.
But their characteri.itics are somewhat different from those reported in Table 2.
Although respondents in East South Central states yielded
one of the lowest estimates of current expenditures, they
are by far highest when it comes to saying how much ought to
be spent.
On the other hand, respondents from New England
states were lowest in estimating current expenses, and they
are also low--compared with other regions--in what they
think should be spent.
Interviewees from Mountain states
were high in evaluating current expenses; they produce the
lowest estimate of how much should be spent--but, of course,
even this low estimate is almost double of what they say
the nation is spending.
Table 10.
PATTERN OF REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN DESIRABLE
CIVIL DEFENSE COSTS
In Percent
Less than
$200 Million

More than
$4 Billion

Median
in dollars
esn

Change in
median in
dollars

nrperson*

New England

6.0

22.0

13.75

+10.06

Middle Atlantic

4.9

25.4

14.58

+10.12

East North Central

6.6

17.1

14.28

+ 9.67

West North Central

2.9

25.0

19.60

+13.40

South Atlantic

4.2

18.1

20.83

+16.37

East South Central

0.0

21.3

over 50*

West South Central

3.1

15.3

20.62

+16.61

Mountain

2.6

17.9

13.40

+ 6.40

10.2

27.6

21.82

+17.35

Pacific

*Median in this table minus median in Table 2.
**Cannot be estimated numerically.
$50 and over is

category.

++ **

an open-ended

'46
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In each region, the percentages of respondents who consider
the lowest expense level desirable are substantially smaller
than the percentages of respondents who place current costs
.at $200 million or less.
And similarly, the percentages in
the $4 billion and over program level are increased with the
exception of the East North Central region, but this is
mainly accounted for by the 23.7 percent of the respondents
who say that any amount necessary ought to be spent.
Along
these lines, 39.3 percent of the respondents in East South
Central states give this answer; 27.7 percent in South
Atlantic, and 30.6 percent in West South Central.
At the
other pole, only 10.3 percent of the respondents from the
nation's Mountain region believe that "any amount" ought
to be spent; and 16.0 percent of New Englanders give this
response.
Now throughout tke sample the increases in desirable costs
over current estimates (which, too, are well beyond actual
expenditures) are u.uite sharp.
Yet, within this overall
finding an underlying pattern is noticeable:
1.
On balance, in New England, Middle Atlantic, and
East North Central regions, people believe that less is
being done than the nation as a whole does, and also believe
that less ought to be done. than do others.
This pattern
is least conducive to acceptance of either current or prospective programs.
2.
In the Mountain region, respondents think generally
that a lot is being done and not much more is needed.
3.
In the West North Central region, the interviewees
mirror the notion that perhaps plenty is being done, but
much more ought to be done.
4.
In the nation's South (East South Central, West
South Central, South Atlantic) and in the Pacific area, the
respondents believe that relatively less is being done
and such more ought to be undertaken.
Again, it is essential to underscore that these are only
distinctions within an underlying tendency for gll Amarican.
to believe that nore needs doing, and indeed, much more.
But the regional clustering is the ame as that which we
reported in conjunction with public responses to the NEAR
system. We shall have an occasio! to consider it in other
reports from this national study.
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Negro respondents thought that more is being spent than
did white interviewes.
They also think that more ought
to be spent, and the difference between them and the white
respondents is actually increased. Table IV/A, provides
the data.
Table 11.
DES IRABLE PROGRAM LRVBLS BY COLOR
AND BY SEX

A. Whites
Negroes
B. Men
Women

Less than

More than

$200 Million

14 Billion

Me~dian
Any Amount in dollars
Necessary Rer person

Change in
median in
dollars
Der person

5.7

20.3

23.3

18.73

+14.17

0.7

28.9

28.1

26.50

+20.80

7.3

21.4

20.4

17.50

*13.38

3.2

21.1

26.7

22.87

+17.63

The same pattern is observable when it comes to sex differeoces. Women believed that move was being spent, and they
also would like to see more invested in civil defense programs
than would son. Again, the diff~erence between men and women
is greater for the desirable than current expense estimates.
Although this is so, the percentage of son who favor the
lowest expense level (below $200 million) drops much sharper

than it does among women, and in their estimates as to the

desirability of programs in excess of $4 billion annually,

the two groups do not differ as they did in guessing at
cur rent expenditures.
The percentage of people who believe that any necessary amount
ought to be spent JUL~sps with age. In their twenties, 17.4
percent of the respondents give this answer; interviewes" who
are between 30-39 years of age choise to respond in this manner
in 21.8 percent of the instnance; Subjects in their forti0*,
in 25.3 percent of the cases; In their fiftie,06 in 28.4 percent cases; and the respondents over 60 years of age give
the answer in 31.5 percent of the instances. Buat the median
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expenditures that are desirable do not correlate with age
in any systematic manner.
This then means quite probably
that although older people are more often willing to say
that any necessary amount should be spent, they do not
think that this needed amount might be in excess of $50.00,
or perhaps not even over $25.00.
Indeed, the percentages
of respondents estimating the desired annual expense beyond
the $4 billion level are the greater the Younger the
respondent.
Among widowed respondents, 42.9 percent thought that the
government ought to be spending "any amount necessary",
but only 6.3 percent placed the desired program level at
beyond$50.00 per capita, and 9.5 percent between $25.00
and $50.00.
Nonetheless, the results reveal extremely
sharp differences depending on the marital status of the
respondents.
Nhrried and divorced people come up with
the lowest program levels (although these, as for all
subgroups, are still
very high), whereas widowed and separated
respondents produce exceptionally high estimates.
In the
former group, these are affected by the numbers of people
who would want to spend any needed amount; in the latter
group, the high median is primarily affected by the large
percentage of people who would want to see the nation spend
at the rate of over $4 billion a year.
The data are given
in Table 12.
Table 13.
D063RIND LSVIA 0F CIVIL OW"SUS SPlOING
I aT RIUL SA1TUS
Wy
B

Leos than

J122 Million
esrried

More than

Any amount

Median
in dollars

a mto

$4 §illieg l

5.5

20.7

22.7

18.96

Single

4.4

24.5

24.6

24.32

Divorced

2.4

21.9

22.0

17.50

Separated

6.1

33.3

31.2

37.10

Widowed

1.6

13.6

42.9

46.13
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With increasing educational level, the percentage of respondents who advocate spending "any amount necessary" declines.
The two most educated groups of respondents, those with
college education or beyond, produce by far the lowest medians.
Of all respondent groups, they yield the highest percentage
of people who maintain that less than $200 aillion ought to
be spent on a yearly basis.
(Table 13.)

Table 13.
BDUCATIONL LEVEL AND DESIRED ANIJUAL
CIVIL DEFENS
XPENDITURES

In Percett
Less than
&200 illig

More than Any amount
$4 BilluiS
necesar

Median
in dollars
per Marson

No schooling
Grammar school

5.2

16.6

28.3

20.59

Some high school

3.2

27.5

23.6

26.23

shool

4.7

22.0

23.3

20.92

Some college

1.3

21.0

32.8

20.22

College

11.0

16.0

22.0

12.14

magma College

18.6

16.7

13.0

5.00

Completed high

In the most edwated group (beyond colloge), the median
implies a program within the $1 billion range; and college
edoooted respondents speak of a program that would cost less
than $2.5 billiom ammally.
4

The data by seoepatiesal categories of the respandeats are
On the ubole, those oseupatioml
JgIip.
previded is
groups which thought the current program level was rather
high give also very high estimates of desired program levels.
ProftesSiemia
and s*l. workers abo gave low estisate* of
present aumual empenditures give lamr figures as desired
oento as well.
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Table 14.
DESIRED LEVGL OF CIVIL DRFBNSE EFMNSES
AND OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND
In Percent
More than
$4 Billion

Any amount
necessary

Median
in dollars
per verso;

10.0

16.S

16.5

12.18

Farmers, farm
managers

6.3

16.3

13.8

12.32

Managers, officials,
proprietors

5.5

18.3

27.7

18.91

Clerical workers

3.1

24.0

20.8

20.10

Sales workers

7.0

22.6

18.3

16.20

Craftsmen,

2.4

23.S

35.1

23.36

Operatives

4.5

26.2

,7.7

36.25

Service workers

2.2

23.1

33.0

Fare laborers

0.0

42.9

14.3

29.15

Laborers

6.4

17.0

25.8

lb.98

Less than
$200 Million
Professionals

foremen

over 50.00

Now from Table 6. me know that both people with lowest and
highest incomes estimated current expenses as substantially
greater than did other income groups.
When it comes to the
assessment of desirable annual cost levels, the pattern changes.
Respondents with the highest incomes give by far the lowest
estimate; and people with incomes of over $IS,0ee also give a
very low estimate.
On the other hand, people with very low
incomes (less than $3,000) give the highest figures as the
desirable yearly cost for civil
defense.
On the whole (the
pattern is interrupted only in
"-e $10000-$14,99" bracket),
the h
the income the IMj the amoumt of money that it
some desirable to invest in civil
defense programs.
In the
highest income group, the respondents thoaght that the nation
is already spending about $1.0 billion annually; and they say
that about $1.3 billion ought to be spent.
This is the smallest
increment in desired, over currently estimated, cost of any
e group (over
[o the mext highest im
group to the sample.
*lS,000
but less than $25,000), the desired program level comes
to $1.7 billion, while the same respondents guess at current
expenses of about three-quarter billion dollars.
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T-able 15,
PROGRM LBVL AND) RES? IND WT
INCOSE

WAN=1

In Percent
LAWS

tWM

Nore than

$20 i4Bllio

Any amount

MM.s&ry

Median
in dollars
per Pe21rs1

Less than $3,000

3.2

19.6

30.5

26.17

$3,000-$4,999

2.9

20.3

26.2

21."

$S,000-$7,49

3.9

22.1

21.8

19.15

$7,500-$9,999

6.5

19.0

24.0

17.66

$10,000-$14,999

4.8

27.2

18.4

21.12

$5,000-$34,599

16.1

14.2

25.0

9.16

Over $25,000

13.3

20.0

0.0

6.87

Class differenoes parallel the results pertaining to inco.
In this reOard, upper class respondents believed (Table 7.)
that the nation is already spending mwe than did any of the
other gwoulp.
Weon it come. to desired levels of expenses.
upser clas and middle class peop, give lower estimates,
vbile lower class people give a" exceptionally high figure
as the app&W
prLate anmeal
rses level.

CLASS INITWIFITMI
AMD DBSIUD LEY11
OP CIVIL DWUSO S
IIMIN

Median

A

Less than

"owe

than

Any amount

in

dollars

Upper class

11.5

19.2

26.9

17.5G

middle clas

6.2

21.0

2t.0

17.16

Workiag class

3.1

21.3

25.3

22.00

Lo"r class

7.2

33.0

28.6

over 50.00
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Peopl, who are renting their place of residence nave a hicher
estimate of current spending than people who own their residence.
The difference between the two groups becomes sharpened
when desired cost levels are taken into account.
People who
are renting yield a nedian of $25.90--and 28.2 percent of them
fall into the $4 billion program group.
Owners of their
residence produce a median of $17.54g with 17.3 percent exceeding $4 billion as the appropriate spending level.
The per capita expenditures perceived by the respondents at
the present time are substantially lower than what Americans
say ought to be spent for civil defense annually.
This holds
in all
segments of the population.
Of course, this does noi
mean that there are no people at all
who think that the nation
ought to spend less than it is already spending.
Table 17.
gives a summary of the data from thir vantage point.
It shows
that 5.5 percect of the total sample believe that we are
already spending more than should be invested in civil defense activities.
Table 17.
S

ARY OF RELATICON REThU!FF EST114ATES OF
CIRRFNT SPENDING AND)DESIRED UVEL
Percent

Ought to be opending more than
is being spent now

48.2

Ought to be spndirg just about
what is being spent now

20.9

Ought to be spending less than
is being spent now

55

Don't knw
spenrt now,

either what is being
or ought to bo spent

25.4

(1434)
Among the 48.2 percent respondents who hftliev
that more
should be spent than is being spent now, 46.0 percent move
to adjacent cost categories.
That is to say, people who
believe that we are spending less titn $1.0(
tend to move
predominantly into the $1.00 to $5.00 catenory.
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4.

Conclusions

What are some of the conclusions we can draw on the basis

of the results?
First, it is obvious that the preferred level of annual spending is substantially higher than the estimated current level
of spending for all population categories considered.
Svcond, it is therefore also much higher than the actual
civil defense spending.
Third, the most expensive civil defense options assume a
required annual expenditure of approximately $4 billion;
with a population of about 187.3 million around the time
of our study, this means per capita spending of about $21.
It is obvious that many population groups produce a median
per capita figure in excess of $21--and thus might be receptive to programs at even the presently highest level considered.
But many groups fall
also below $21 peL person, and
these might well constitute opposition to civil defense
efforts of the $4 billion per annum variety.
Fourth, no group as a group comes up with preferred cost
levels lower than those implicit in the 1963 Administration
proposal (incorporated in H.R. 8200); nor in the full fallout shelter option.
Fifth, there are, of course, some people who think that the
desired level of spending should not go beyond about $200
million a year.
In the total sample, there are only 4.4
percent of such people, and they constitute a fairly well
identifiable segment of the population.
To the extent to which
patterning exists, it cao. be said that the respondents in
this group (which wight be in opposition even to the present
option, not to speak of the higher ones) are disproportionately
people with college degrees or educational attainments beyond
college; they are professionals; and people with very high
incomes (beyond $15,000) and with upper class identification.
We are not sure, of course, that the results are not partially
an artifact of the way people think about money.
A few dollars annually per person may not seers like much; the billion
or so this may come to in aggregate may loom much larger.
Yet, it is quite clear that the public believes that national
civil defense spending has bec~n much larger than, in fact,
it has been.
And even Aore:
the public seems convinced in
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This
dollars and cents that even more ouaht to be spent.
conclusion seems strengthened, in this instance, by the fact

that the question about desired spending levels was asked
immediately after the item which vertains to perceptions
of current expenditures.
Thus the rspondents were niven
every rspportunity to reflect on their prior answer (as tn
how much is being spent), and could readily have mirrored
Precisely
the view that the nation ought to be spending less.
the reverse actually occurs.
The data do not permit us to evaluate alternative communications strategies, nor was this our objective.
That is,
we
cannot ascertain for sure whether a strategy which emphasizes
per capita spendings on civil defense rather than total annual
costs or total cumulative costs would find the public more
receptive.
But we would be tempted to suggest that the evieence points to the relative strength of the per person
appeal even though we cannot evaluate it against the alternatives.
Nor can we say at this time whether it might prove prudent
to inform the public how little
has been spent--since the
public believes that the nation has spent substantially more
than it has.
This is so because we do not have evidence
which would show whether perceptions of a very cheap proc'ram
would not correlate with beliefs in poor program quality,
and thus be in effect detrimental from the vantage point
of the program.
But if a communications strategy, itself
subject to testing,
could both enlighten the public as to the realities
of civil
defense expenses and the relatively large accomplishments or
potentials of the program, we would be tempted to say that
the public would be both su-prised and highly receptive to
further program steps.
Under no circumstances, however, is it possible to construe
the responses as implying that civil defense has been all
too expensive.
This in itself
is of some importance to know.

/
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1.

Introduction

Between late June and early August, 1963, we conducted a nation-wide
study of attitudes toward the Cold War and civil defense.
The sample
design called for a probability sample of 1,500 Americans, with the
National Opinion Research Center of the University of Chicago doing
the field work.
Altogether 1,434 interviews were completed.
The
discrepancy between this number and the desired number of interviews
is due to the impossibility of reaching some prospective respondents
even after a substantial number of call-backs.
This report deals with the level of civil defense preparedness of the
civilian population in mid-1963.
Before a vigorous shelter program,
be it Federal, State or locally administered, is undertaken, the
current level of preparedness of the population should be ascertained.
In our 1963 study, we included two questions to get at this level.
The respondents were asked if they and their families had a fallout
shelter which they had set up themselves.
In addition to this, those
respondents who had no fallout shelter were asked if they were protected in any way and how they were protected in case of a nuclear
attack.
By the very nature of these two questions, we have tapped two distinctly different levels of preparedness--real and perceived.
That
is,
in answer to the first
question (Do you and your family have a
fallout shelter that you've set up yourselves?), we have a measure
of rEal or actual preparedness.
However, in responding to the second
question (Even though you haven't set up a shelter, are you and your
family protected in any way in case of a nuclear attack and, if you
are, how?), the individuals who answer in the affirmative could range
from those who have taken El& steps toward preparedness such as
purchasing two-week survival kits or reinforcing their basement walls
to those people who perceive protection by the very fact that they
live in a home with a basement or that because they live in a community, they assume there is some community protection.
It is the task of this report to describe those people comprising each
of these groups and to explore and make explicit in the process any
important implications.
For ease of analysis, the report will be divided into three sectionst
a description of the shelter-owners, a description of the respondents
who feel they are protected even though they have no shelters and the
ways in which they are protected, and any concluding remarks.

2.

Shelter-Oners

Table 1. provides a national distribution relative to the total sample,
excluding don't knows and no answers, to the questions
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Do you and your family have a fallout shelter that you've set

up yourselves?
,Tble 1.
URmCOOw

OF RsSrCINwrS HAVING SHELTSRS
(Y0=l433)*
Percent

tote:

Yes

2.2

No

97.8

The sample size of 1433 excludes don't knows and no
answers.

It is clear from this table that about one out of every fifty Americans
has a private fallout shelter.
The 2.2 percent finding of this study
is comparable to reported findings of other studies on shelter-owners
in the United States. 1
Who are the people that make up this 2.2 percent of our population?
By what can we characterize them? An attempt was made to place these
individuals somewhere in the social structure by focusing on certain
characteristics such as size of residence (urban versus rural), geographic location, race, age, marital status, political party affiliation, religion, education, occupation, income, social class, military
experience, combat experience, number in household, number of children,
and several other attributes.
Tables on each of these variables can be found in the summary table
immediately following this section.
heed on this study, it is, of course, difficult to say anything conclusive about those people in our population who are shelter-owners.
8xamination of the tables points up the fact that although there are
A1

Also in 1963, Columbia University conducted a nation-wide
study
on and reported that two percent of the population were shelter-owners.
In 1961, Michigan State University reported that shelter-owners
comprised 1.4 percent of the population in eight major cities. Since
this was not a nation-wide study, the discrepancy between this figure
and the one reported in this paper can be explained by the fact that
city dwellers do not, on the average, build shelters. See David K.
Derlo "The Fallout Protection Booklet: (11) A Comparison among four
Groups of Differing Levels of Interest in Shelter Corstruction",
Department of Communication, College of Communication Arts, Michigan
State University, Bast Lansing, Michigan, April, 1963.
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some differences which exist among these people on certain characteristics,
we are limited in the kinds and extent of conclusions we may
draw due to the extremely small number of people involved (2.2 percent
of our sample of 1434 or 31 respondents).
Because of this limitation, a difference may even be statistically
significant but under close examination, we may not want to put much
reliance on our finding.
We must, therefore, keep this in mind when
we are examining the tables in the summary table.
Generally, no sharp differences exist in any of the descriptive characteristics
used in the analysis of these people.
However, a few of the
variables point up some differences which should be noted at this time.
So that the reader may follow along in this discussion with ease, those
portions of the summary table containing the variables under discussion
will be reproduced below.
Table 2.
LEVEL OF EDUCATION OF SHKILTUR-OWNERS
Percent Having Shelter*s
Grammar school

N

2.3

307

high school

1.5

327

Completed high school

2.5

432

Some College

2.1

191

Completed college and/or
some schooling past
college*

2.9

171

Som

'Note:

Two eategories, college graduate and higher than college,
were combined into one.

The highest percentage of shelter-owners occurs in the college graduate
group.
(Table 2.)
2.v percent of college graduates and those people
who have taken courses beyond the bachelor's degree have their own private fallout shelters.
But the differences by educational level are
quite small.
There is a plausible explanation for the greater number of fallout
shelters among the more educated.
The college-trained individuals
aregenerally, more affluent than those who are less educated and could,
thus, afford to construct their own shelter with greater ease rather
than having to rely on the community or the Federal government to
supply protection.
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(Table 3)
The data on inctxes show that such a tendency exists.
People with more money have more shelters.
Among all
income levels,
people with yearly earnings of $10,000 and over have a greater percentage of fallout shelters than people of any other income group
(2.9 percent).

INCOMG

LB3L$S CF SHBLIER-COMPRS
Percent With Shelters

N

$5,000 and under

2.1

514

$5,000 to $7,499

2.0

407

$7,500 to $9,999

2.6

228

$10,000 and over*

2.9

241

*Note:

Three categories, $10,000 to $14,999, $15,000 to $24,999
and $25,000 and over, were combined into one.

Another variable, which is closely related to education,
tion, repotted
in Table 4. below.

is

occupa-

Table 4.
OCCUPATIONS OF SHRLTlR-O(MI

Ptrcent Having Shelters

N

Professional

4.2

191

Farmers and farm managers

1.1

92

.6

178

.9

106

1.3

78

2.5

281

Operatives and kindred workers

2.5

236

Service

2.7

111

Farm laborers and foremen

0.0

12

Laborers

2.7

148

Mbnagers,

officials

andproprietors

Clerical
Sales
Craftsmen,
workers

foremen

and kindred
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The members of the occupational group termed 'professional" (actors,
artists,
chemists, professors, engineers, etc.) have more private
shelters than any other occupational category (4.2 percent).
That
is, approximately one out of every twenty-five professional people
claim to have their own shelter.
The same explanation offered for the difference in shelter-owners when
compared on educational level can be given here.
If we consider money
to be an important factor in having one's own fallout shelter, then
the people in the professional category would be among the more likely
owners of shelters since they are, on the average, a wealthier group.
This relates very closely to educational level, of course, for professionals are, usually, college trained.
There are variations in some of the other variables which we would
expect.
One such difference occurs when we compare people who have
had combat experience with those people who have had no fighting experience.
It is reasonable to expect that people who have experienced
the effects of a mar, and its
threat to human survivability, would
be more inclined to prepare themselves for such an event than those
individuals who have not been exposed to such circumstances.
As
anticipated, the people having combat experience have more private
shelters than do those who have had no such experience.
In fact, the
percentage of people with shelters who have combat experience is
double that of respondents without comparable experienees--3 percent
as opposed to 1.5 percent.
Another such difference exists between home owners and those who rent.
Of all
persons owning their own homes, 2.6 percent have private fallout shelters.
I.S percent of people renting thtir homes have fallout
shelters.
A very simple explanation of this ditference is that people
renting their homes are not as willing to invest money in the property
which is not their own by building a fallout shelter, whereas, if they
own the home, auy money that is invested is an imprement of their
property which could be realised in the selling price.
If we wish to make a statement of inference about shelter-owners in
the population, all
we could say is that although some differencs do
occur in the characteristics of these peoples we are limited in drawing definite conclusions from these differences became of the small
number of people involved.
The following tables decribe the 2.2 percent of the sample who have
fallout shelters.
In all
oases, the ofuer given ewsludes don't knows
and no answers.
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m

A.

Tle
Prcent With Shelters

N

0.9

320

Large metropolitan

2.8

571

Non-metropolittn areas
with city of 10,000 or over

2.7

226

Non-metropolitan areas with
no city of 10,000

2.2

311

Size of Residence:
Largest metropolitan Areas

(2,000,000 armd over)

B.

CWograii¶cal Location:

Nw ingland

S.1

s9

1.6

258

South Atlantic

2.7

184

North Central

2.4

425

Soutn Central

1.9

264

Mountain

0.0

44

Pacif ic

2.5

199

White

2.1

1259

Negro

2.4

165

sale

2.6

653

Feale

1.9

981

IiddI

C.

D.

Atlantic

Races

Saxs
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Summary Table (continued)

a.

F.

G.

H.

Percent With Shelters

N

20-29

2.5

281

30-39

2.7

373

40-49

2.3

352

50-59

1.7

241

60 and over

1.8

175

Single--never married

3.2

125

Married

2.1

1133

Divorced

2.0

51

Widowed

3.6

84

Separated

0.0

38

RepubI ican

2.7

446

Democ rat

2.4

747

Other

0.0

69

"one

0.7

149

Protestant

2.4

983

Roman Catholic

2.3

350

Jemi sh

0.10

39

Agoe:

3frital Status:

PoJitical Party:

Religion:
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Summary Table (continued)

I.

J.

Perceat With Shelters

N

Grammar School

2.3

307

Some High School (9-11 years)

1.5

327

Completed High School (12 years)

2.5

432

Some College

2.1

191

Completed College and Higher
than College

2.9

171

Professional

4.2

191

Farmers and farm managers

1.1

92

Managers,

0.6

178

Clerical

0.9

106

Sales

1.3

78

foremen and kindred

2.5

281

Operatives and kindred workers

2.5

236

Service

2.7

111

0.0

12

2.7

148

$5,000 and under

2.1

514

$5,000 to $7,499

2.0

407

$7,500 to $9,999

2.6

228

$10,000 to $14,999

2.4

165

$15,000 and over*

4.0

76

Level of Education:

Occupation:

Craftsmen,
workers

officials and proprietors

Farm laborers

and foremen

Laborers

K.

Incomes
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Summary Table (continued)

L.

M.

N.

0.

P.

Percent With Shelters

N

Own

2.6

909

Rent

1.5

520

Upper

0.0

32

Middle

2.4

636

Working

2.1

678

Lower

0.0

56

Yes

2.]

746

No

2.4

588

Yes

3.0

270

No

1.5

456

1

3.4

116

2

1.4

356

3

1.9

260

4

3.2

308

5

1.5

196

6 or more

2.5

1Q6

Own or Rent Hoae:

Social Class:

Military Experience:

Combat Experience:

Number in

Household:

t
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Summary Table (continued)

Q.

R.

S.

Percent With Shelters

N

0

2.3

738

1

2.3

264

2

2.8

214

3

0.9

107

4 or more

1.9

106

0

1.9

942

1

3.4

266

2

1.4

146

3

8.1

37

4 or more

0.0

20

2.1

583

Communi ty

.6

709

No Preference

.3

93

-

31

.2

9

Number of Children less than 13
years old:

Number of Children 13-21 years old:

Preference as to Types of Shelters:
Private

Neither: Against Shelters
Other

*Note:

3.

Two categories, $15,000 to $24,999 and $25,000 and over,
were combined in one.

Prorteted Non-Shelter Owners

Table 5. provides a national distribution relative to the total sample,
excluding shelter-owners and don't knows and no answers, to the question:
liven though you haven't set up a shelter, are you and your
family protected in any way in case of a nuclear attack?
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Table 5.

LEVEL OF PROTECTION IN THE PoPWLATION
(.-1351)2
Percent
Some Protection

24.9

No Protection

75.1

It is clear from Table 5. that about one out of every four Americans
This is to
say they are protected in some way from a nuclear attack.
say, that even though very few citizens have built their own fallout
shelter, a substantial proportion of the population (24.9 percent)
claims some kind of protection.
What type of protection do these people have? When asked this in an
open-ended probe the respondents gave answers which cluster on three
These are presented in Table 6.
main categories.
Table 6.
TYPES OF PROTECTION AMONG "PROITCTED" PEOPLE
Percent
Impromptu shelter in

76.0

the house

22.8

Community shelter

1.2

Assumed community shelter

(329)
Sharp differences exist in the type of protection the respondents say
Most people say they are protected from nuclear attack by
they have.
an impromptu shelter in their home (76 percent) while only 22.8 percent state their protection as being a community shelter and 1.2 percent gave their protection as an assumed community shelter even though
they were not sure one existed.

2 It

is to be understood that the number given in
tables excludes don' t knows and no answers.

all

subsequent
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At this point, we feel it is necessary to return to a statement made
in the introduction of this report.
In this measure, we are getting
a range of responses which can be grouped into two levels of preparedness--real and perceived.
That is,
some people may actually have
taken definite steps toward preparedness by stocking and reinforcing
their basement.
Contrary to this type of preparedness is the perceived protection--those people who, by the very fact that they live
in a home with a basement, feel that they are protected.
Both these
types of preparedness--real and perceived--are included in the first
response to what type of protection--impromptu shelter in the home.
The 22.8 percent (who constitute 5.2 percent of the total sample) who
stated their protection as being a community shelter is substantial
in size.
However, we should mention that no check was made to see if
there really was a community shelter available to each of these
respondents.
The percentage of protection claims was rather uniform regardless of
the size of the community.

This is

pointed out in Table 7.

Table 7.
PERCENTAGE OF PROTECTION ACCORDIIG TO COMMUNITY SIZE
Percent

N

Mbtropolitan area (2,000,000 and over)

22.2

306

Other metropolitan areas

25.2

536

Non-metropolitan areas with city of 10,000

26.9

212

Non-metropolitan arefwith no city of 10,000

25.9

297

The non-metropolitan area with a city of 10,000 or more has more protected people than the other areas (26.9 percent) while the largest
metropolitan areas such as New York City and Chicago have the lowest
amount of protected people--22.2 percent.
The other two types of
communities--metropolitan areas under 2,000,000 and non-metropolitan
areas with no city of 10,000--differ only slightly.
Table 8.
munity.

-iL

.

presents the types of protection according to size of com-

. .. . .

j

...

... . ...
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Table 8.
TYPE OF PROTECTION ACCORDING TO SIZE OF CONMUNITY
Percent
House Impromptu
,Sheltr

Percent
Community
Shelter

N

Mktropolitan area
(2,000,000 or over)

72.7

25.8

66

Other metropolitan areas

77.3

20.5

132

Non-metropolitan area with
city of 10,000 or over

75.0

25.0

56

Non-metropolitan area with
no city of 10,000

77.3

22.7

75

Among people who have some protection, other metropolitan areas and
non-metropolitan areas with no city of 10,000 have higher percentages
of people (77.3 in each case) who are protected by impromptu home
shelters than the largest metropolitan areas and the non-metropolitan
areas with a city of 10,000 or more (72.7 and 75 percent respectively).
Conversely, the largest metropolitan areas and the non-metropolitan
areas with a city of 10,000 or more have the highest percentages of
community sheltered-protected people (25.8 and 25 percent).
Very few
respondents stated their protection as being an assumed community
shelter.
Of those who did, however, the greatest proportion resided
in other metropolitan areas (2.3 percent).
When we consider where these protected people reside in the United
States, we find that substantial differences do exist. (Table 9)
New
England, the West North Central states, and the Mountain states have
more protected residents than other geographical locations in this
country.
The South Atlantic states have fewer protected people than
any of the other areas.
40 percent of the population in Connecticut,
Maine, Massachusetts, Now Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont; 32 percent of the population 5- the states of Iowa, Kansas, and Minnesota;
and 34.9 percent of the population in Arizona, Colorado, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, New Maxico, Utah, and Wyoming--all of these percentages are substantially higher than the national average of 24.9
percent (see Table 5).
These contrast with the 16 percent of the
population in the South Atlantic states (Delaware, Florida, Georgia,
Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, District of
Columbia, and West Virginia).
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Table 9.
DISTRIBUTION Op PROM•CTION ACCORDING TO GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
Percent

N

New England

40.0

53

Middle Atlantic

28.1

249

East North Central

27.0

241

West North Central

32.0

153

South Atlantic

16.0

175

East South Central

20.0

70

West South Central

17.2

180

Mountain States

34.9

43

Pacific

23.2

185

In examining the types of protection according to geographical locaTable 10. presents this data.
tion, we find similar differences.
Table 10.
TYPRS CF PROTECTION BY GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
Percent
House Impromptu
Shelter-

Percent
Communi ty
Shelter

N

Now England

90.9

9.1

22

Middle Atlantic

71.0

29.0

69

Bast North Central

84.4

15.6

64

West North Central

72.9

27.1

40

South Atlantic

70.4

29.6

27

Bast South Central

84.6

15.4

13

West South Central

64.5

29.0

31

Neuntain

92.9

7.1

14

Pacific

70.7

24.4

41

S..
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Once again, the New England states and the Mountain states score high
when we consider protection by an impromptu shelter in homes--90.9
percent of the population in the states of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont; and 92.9 percent
of the people residing in Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming.
These percentages are well above the
national average of 76 percent (see Table 6.) as are the percentages
found in the East North Central and the East South Central states.
The West South Central states (Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and
Texas) have the lowest percentage of shelter-impromptu protection-64.5 percent.
Conversely, when we consider protection by community shelter, New
Rngland and the Mountain states have the lowest percentages (9.1 percent in New England and 7.1 percent in the Mountain states).
Among
the respondents with some protectiork more people in the Middle
Atlantic, South Atlantic, and West South Central states say they are
protected by community shelters (29 percent, 29.6 percent and 29 percent respectively).
In only two geographical areas, the West South
Central (6.5 percent) and Pacific states (4.9 percent) did people
state their protection as an assumed community shelter.
There are sharp racial differences among people who say they are protected in some way from a nuclear attack.
The percentage of whites
who claim some type of protection is more than double the proportion
of Negroes.
(27.1 percent as opposed to 10.1 percent).
This difference may be accounted for, as usual, by the sharp economic
and social differences between the two groups in our society.
Using the same characteristic, we find even more distinct differences
when we consider the types of protection.
77.1 percent of the protected whites state they are protected by an impromptu shelter, 21.9
percent claim protection by community shelter and only 1 percent fall
into the assumed community shelter category.
Responses of the Negroes
are quite different--SO percent are protected by an impromptu home
shelter, 42.9 percent by a community shelter and 7.1 percent assume
a community shelter.
One obvious conclusion can be drawn.
The low economic standing of
the Negro results in a lower howe-ownership figure, 3.7 percent,
as compared to the whites, 67.3 percent (see Table 11 below) and,
thus, necessitates a greater reliance on the community for protection
of all
types, including protection from nuclear attack.
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Table 11.
HOIM

OWNRSHIP ACCORDING TO RACE
Percent Own

Percent Rent

N

Whi tt

67.3

32.7

:255

Negro

37.0

63.0

165

M•re men than women say they are protected in case of a nuclear attack-27.5 percent of the males and 22.8 percent of the females.
When the
types of protection are characterized by sex, we find a greater percentage (77.2) of the women who state their protection as an impromptu
home shelter than men (74.9).
But, more men claim community shelters
as their protection than females (25.1 percent versus 20.4 percent).
This can be explained by the fact that men are, due to the fact that
they work in office buildings away from home, more aware of community
or public shelters.
Conversely, women, who generally spend most time
in the home, claim more protection with an impromptu shelter in the
home.

Table 12.

records the percentage of protection distributed according

to age.
Table 12.
PERCENT PRCOTCTED RELATIVE TO AGE
Percent

N

20-29

28.0

268

30-39

24.6

354

40-49

27.7

329

SO and over*

21.1

390

*Note:

Five categories; 50 to 59, 60 to 69, 70 to 79, 80 to 89,
and 90 to 99, were combined into one.

It is clear from this table that more people between the ages of 20
and 30 are protected than in any other age group (28 percent).
The
least amount of protection shows up in the SO and over age group
(21.1 percent), not considering the 10-19 age group (which is not
shown in Table 12.) due to the small number of people involved and,
also, &ue to the fact that we would not expect a significant finding
in this group.
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Although attitudes toward civil defense generally correlate with age
(in that younger people consistently appear to be more favorable than
older people and, in this case, might be expected to be more protected
since they are more receptive), no clear pattern emerges when it comes
In fact, more people falling between
to the question of protection.
the ages of 40 and 49 claim some protection than respondente. between
the ages of 30 and 39 (27.7 percent and 24.6 percent respectively).
Turning to the different types of protection, we can see from Table
13 that there is a direct correlation between impromptu shelters in
That is, as age increases, there is a correspondine
the home and age.
of people who claim they are protected in
percentage
the
in
increase
Starting with the 20-29 age ;roup with 61.6 peroeot claiming
this way.
protection by impromptu home shelters, the figures increase up to 81.7
percent of those people 50 years of age and older stating the same
Conversely, we find an inverse correlation between
type of protection.
With each increase in age,
protection by community shelters and age.
there is a corresponding decrease in the percentage of people who say
35.6 percent of the people
they are protected by community shelters.
20 to 29 years of age, well above the national figure (22.8 percent),
state community shelters as their protection with each subsequent age
group experiencing a decrease finally settling at 17.1 percent of
those people in the 50 and over age group.
Table 13
TYPSS OF PRO0BCTI(N RRLATIVE TO AGB

Percent
Home Impromptu

Shelter

-

Percent
Community
,hel ter

20-29

61.6

35.6

73

30-39

77.6

22.4

85

40-49

80.7

18.2

88

50 and over*

81.7

17.1

82

*Note:

Five categories; 50 to 59, 60 to 69, 70 to 79, SO to 89,
and 90 to 99, were combined into one.

Table 14. provides a distribution of those individuals who are protected with respect to their marital status.
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Table 14.
PERCr.NTAGE OF PROTECTION RELATIVE TO MARITAL STATUS
Percent

N

Single--never married

21.4

117

Married

27.1

1074

Divorced

15.2

46

Widowed

15.8

76

5.6

36

Separated

One anticipated

difference shows up in

our figures.

More protection

exists among people who are married thsn any other classification of
marital status.
27.1 percent of all married respondents claim to have
protection as compared to 21.4 percent of single people, 15.2 percent
of those divorced, 15.8 percent of those widowed an,! 5.6 percent of
people who are separated.
These differences are to be expected.
Persons who are married have a high home-ownership rate (67.1 percent of
married people own homes) and would, therefore, be more likely to
have an impromptu shelter in their basement.
If we now look at the
types of protection each of these marital groups claims to have, this
fact becomes most apparent.
Table 15.
TYPES CF PROTECTION BY MARITAL STATUS
Percent
Home Impromptu
Shelter

Percent
Community
Shelter

N

Single--never married

60.0

40.0

25

Married

79.3

20-0

285

Due to the small number involved, data on the divorced, separated,
and widowed people were omitted from Table 15.
However, we shall make
note of these groups in our discussion.
More married people say they are protected by an impromptu shelter
in
the home (79.3 percent).
The respondents who are widowed also have
a high percentage of home protection.
But, when we consider the fact
that these are, undoubtedly, older people who own their
own home,
the 63.6 percent home protection is not unrealistic.
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Looking at the second type of protection--community shelter--we find
that individuals who are divorced state this as their protection to
a greater degree than the others.
(57.1 percent).
People who have
never married, also, have a higher percentage of protection by community shelters than married, widowed, and separated individuals.
(40 percent as opposed to 20 percent, 36.4 percent, and 0 percent
respectively).
Once again, the number involved in the divorced,
widowed, and separated categories is quite small.
Using political party affiliation
to examine the protected respondent,
we find no differences which are significant enough to justify discussion.
The percentages of people who said they were protected in

each of the political classifications--Republican,

Democrat,

other,

and no political party--were consistently uniform.
Similarly, the
percentages of people protected by impromptu and community shelters

were consistent despite political differences.
Table 16. provides a distribution of people claiming protection with
respect to religious faith.
More people (32.2 percent, which is 7.3
percentage points above the national distribution of 24.9 percent given
in Table 5.) of the Roman Catholic faith say they are protected from
a nuclear attack than people of the other religious faiths.
(22.3
percent of the Protestants and 28.2 percent of the Jews.)
We shall
discuss only three religious types--Protestant, Roman Catholic, and
Jewish--due to the small number of people who mentioned other types
of religious affiliation.

Much less difference exists between religious faiths when we consider
the types of protection.
However, the data are presented in Table 17
so that one point can be discussed.
Keeping in mind, once again, the

small number involved, we find a substantial difference between the
types of protection cited by the Jews and those cited by the Protestants
and Roman Catholics.
The latter
two are quite similar; but, more
Jews claim community shelters as their protection (45.5 percent) than
people of any other religious faith, and less Jews rely on impromptu

shelters in their homes (54.5 percent)

than people of other religions.

Table 16.
DISTRIIPUTION OF PE(PLE WHO SAY THEY ARE
PROTECTED ACCORDING TO RELIGION
Percent

N

Protestant

22.3

922

Roman Catholic

32.2

332

Jewish

28.2

39
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Table 17.
TUPES OF PROTECTION BY RELIGION

Percent
Home Impromptu
Shelter

Percent
Community
Shelter

N

Protestant

74.4

24.1

199

Roman Catholic

79.4

19.6

107

Jewish

54.5

45.5

I1

As the amount of education increases, the number of people claiminq
protection increases, also.
The highest percentage of protection is
found in the college graduate group (34.7 percent).
The lowest proportion of people saying they are protected occurs in the grammar
school group (15.8 percent).
Table 18. documents this.
Table 18.
PERCENT OF PROTECTION ACCORDING TO EDUCATION
Percent

N

Grammar school

15.8

291

Some high school

24.4

312

Completed high school

25.8

403

College, incomplete

30.7

179

College graduate and some

34.7

161

schooling higher than
col lege*
*Note:

Two categories, college graduate and higher than college,
were combined into one.

No clear pattern of types of protection emerges when we examine the
types of protection with respect to education.
The data are presented
in Table 19.

Table 19.
TYPES OF PROTECTION BY EDUCATION

Percent
Home Impromptu
Shelter

Percent
Community
Shelter

N

Grammar school

7Q.5

20.5

44

Some high school

75.0

25.0

72

Completed high school

79.6

18.4

103

College,

65.5

30.9

55

78.2

21.8

55

incomplete

College graduate and some
schooling higher then
col lege*

"*Note: Two categories,

college graduate and higher than college,
were combined into one.

More professionals, craftsmen and foremen, and managers claim they are
protected in case of a nuclear attack than other types of workers.
Table 20 presents this data.
30.3 percent of the professional occupational group, 29.6 percent of the craftsmen, foremen group and 29.3
percent of the managers, proprietors, and officials group state that
they are protected--all well above the 24.9 percent national figure
(Table 5).
At the lower end of the spectrum, we find 15.9 percent of
laborers and 16.2 percent of service workers stating that they have
protection.

Table 20.
PERCENT PROTECTED DISTRIBUTED ACCORDI4G TO OCCUPATION
Percent

N

Professional

30.3

175

Farmers and farm managers

26.1

88

Mbnagers, officials and
proprietors

29.3

174

Clerical

20.0

100

Sales

23.7

76

29.6

260

Operatives and kindred
workers

25.0

224

Service workers

16.2

105

Laborers

15.9

138

Craftsmen, foremen,
kindred workers

and

When we look at the types of protection with respect to occupational
group, we find that among those people who cite an impromptu shelter
in their home as their protection, the occupational groups of profesThat is,
sional, sales, and operatives have the highest percentages.
83 percent of the professional people, 88.9 percent of sales personnel and 84.9 percent of operatives claim to have protection by an
Table 21 records these figures.
impromptu home shelter.
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Table 21
TYPES CF PROTECTION BY OCCUPATION

Home

Percent
Impromptu
Shelter

Percent
Community
Shelter

N

Professional

83.0

17.0

53

Farmers and farm managers

77.3

22.7

22

Managers,

72.5

25.5

51

Cler ical

55.6

38.9

18

Sales

88.9

11.1

18

73.7

25.0

76

Operatives and kindred
workers

84.9

15.1

53

Service workers

68.8

25.0

16

Laborers

63.6

36.4

22

officials

and

proprietors

Craftsmen, foremen,
kindred workers

and

These same occupational groups, quite naturally, have very few of their
members stating
community shelters
as their protection (17 percent
of the professionals, 11.1 percent of sales personnel, and 15.1 percent of operatives).
Clerical workers and laborers had the highest
percentages of people who relied
on a community shelter
for their protection
(38.9 percent of clerical
workers and 36.4 percent of laborers).

Table 22.
PERCENT OF PROTECTION
Percent

BY INCOIw4
N

14.3

224

$3,000 to $4,999

24.4

254

$5,000 to $7,499

26.4

387

$7,500 to $9,999

27.3

216

$10,000 and over*

30.6

229

Unde.

$3,000

*Note:

Three categories $10,000 to $14,999, $15,000 to $24,999
and $25,000 ard over, were combined into one.

exists
between
It is clear from Table 22. that a positive correlation
as income increases from under
That is,
percent protected and income.
$3,000 to over $10,000 there are like increases in the number of protected people from 14.3 percent to 30.6 percent.
When we use these various income groups to look at the types of protection,
we find that those people in the highest income bracket
($10,000 and over) have one of the highest percentages of impromptu
It
This can be seen in Table 23.
shelter
protection (82.6 percent).
is to be expected that those people in the low income groups rely more
for their
protection than any of the other inon community shelters
of the under $3,000 group and 38.3 percent
come groups (27.6 percent
Having less money than others, these
of the $3,000 to $4,999 group).
people must, quite naturally, rely on the community for protection.

Table 23.
TYPES OF PROTECTION

BY INCOME

Percent
Home Impromptu
Shelter

Percent
Community
Shelter

N

Under $3,000

69.0

27.6

29

$3,000 to $4,999

60.0

38.3

O0

$5,000 to $7,499

83.2

15.8

1ul

$7,500 to $9,999

78.0

20.3

59

$10,000 and over*

82.6

17.4

69

*Note:

Three categories, $10,000 to $14,999, $15,0(X)
and $25,000 and over were combined into onw.

to $24,999

People who own their
own homes are more protected than those w. o do
not.
27.1 percent of home owners claim that they are protected as
opposed to 20.8 percent of renters.
Similarly, home owners rely on
impromptu shelters
in their
place of residence to a much greater
extent than do people who rent (85 percent of home owners cite
impromptu shelters
as their protection as compared to 55.6 percent of people
who do not own their
home.) As would !-P expected, more renters give
community shelters
as their
protection (43.4 percent) than do home
owners (13.7 percent).
Once again, we find a direct
relationship existing between protection
and a descriptive characteristic.
It is clear from Table 24 that as
we move from the lower to upper social class,
we find an increase in
14.5 percent of those
the precentage of people claiming protection.
people who described themselves as lower class
state
that they have
protection of some sort.
This percentage increases with each social
class
up to 37.5 percent of the upper class.
This could be, once
again, a function of money.
Table 24.
PERCENT PROTECTED DISTRIBUTED BY SOCIAL CLASS

Percent

N

Upper

37.5

32

Middle

27.4

602

Working

22.3

637

Lower

14.5

55

This pattern is duplicated in the comparison of types of protection
with social clacs.
(Table 25).
A direct
correlation exists between
social class
and percentage of people who rely on impromptu shelters
-in their
homes for protection (62.5 percent of the lower c.ass increasing to 83.3 percent of the upper class).
And, quite nattrally,
the
inverse relation
holds between community shelters
and social class
(16.7 percent of the upper class increasing to 37.5 percent of the

lower class).
Table 25.
TYPES OF PROTECTION DISTRIBUTED BY SOCIAL CLASS
Percent
Home Imprompt u
Shelter

Percent
Community
Shelter

N

Upper

F13.3

16.7

12

Middle

75.5

23.3

163

Working

77.2

21.3

136

Lower

62.5

37.5

8

Tables 26 and 27 present
relative

the data on protection and types of protection

to the number of people

in

the household.

Table 26.
PERCENT PRCOTECTED DISTRIBUTED BY NUMBER IN HOUSFIOL)D
Percent

N

I person

in

household

IM.6

I(Q

2 people

in

household

23.2

340

3 people

in

household

24.4

246

4 people in household

28.0

2183

5 people in household

27.6

lbS

6 or more persons in household

25.0

1to

Table 27.
TYPES OF PROTECTION DISTRIP, TED BY NI'MIHER
Percent
Home Impromptu
Shelter

IN HO"SEH(OLD
Perc-r;t
Commtni".,v
Shelter

N

I person

in household

63.2

31..

14-

2 people

in

household

71.4

27.'

77

3 people

in

household

R..A

flPt'

4 people

in household

77.5

21.-1

5 people

,n

household

73.5

24.r

4k;

82.2

17.8

4';

6 or more persons

in

household

It is clear from Table 26.that as the number of people in ,hepou•ehold increa.esfrom one up toard including four, the percentage of t•-ec
of 28 percert.
people who claim to be protected increases to a hhir
However, when the number in the hous-ho.ld reazhes five, the protec1 .:(n
c~
levels off and actually declines in the next categorý (25 perce,•'
those with Six or more in tý,p hounehrcld).
out that the gr(oup with onl:' one persoo ir thp h'..
Table 27. poirts
percertage of protection bh' an impromptu snelter
lowest
the
hold has
six or
in the hnusehoid% witt
with the highest percentage occurrinr
Converses.,
more people (63.2 percent and 82.2 percent respectively).
lowest
the
hats
household
in
the
people
more
or
six
with
group
the
protection (17.8 pvrcen') w.th the
percentage of community shelter
group of only one person in the household re(.0sterrng the hic.hest prerprotection (31.t, percent).
centage of community shelter
One question asked of all

respondents was as follows:

In case of a nuclear attack, would you rather be in your
or in a community shelter?
private shelter
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Table 28.
DISTRIBUTION OF PEOPLE WHO SAY THEY ARE PROTECTED BY DESIRABILITY
(F TYPES OF SHELTERS
Percent Protected

N

Private

15.9

544

Community

14.7

678

1.9

116

No Preference
or
Neither--Against

shelters

Table 28. provides a distribution
of the responses of those people who
said they were protected in some way from a nuclear attack relative
to the desirability
of shelters.
In the sz'ple
as a whole, there are
more people who prefer community shelters
(a little
over 49 percent)
over private ones (over 40 percent).
But among the respondents who
claim to have some level of protection, there are more interviewees
among those with preferences for private than for community shelters.
This is not altogether surprising because most of this
added protection seems to occur in impromptu home shelters,
and people with preference for private facilities
would be more inclined to acquire some
protection in their
homes.
Table 29.
DISTRIBUTION OF TYPES OF PROTECTION BY DESIRABILITY OF TYPES OF SHELTERS
Percent
Home Impromptu
Shelter

Percent
Community
Shelter

N

Private

13.1

2.4

425

Community

10.0

4.3

565

1.0

.6

101

No Preference or Neither--Against
Shelters

The highest percentage of home impromptu protection occurs in the group
who find private shelters
most desirable.
(13.1 percent).
And, quite
naturally, the lowest percentage of community shelter
protection is
found in this
group.
Of those who find community shelters
most desirable,
4.3 percent are protected by community shelters
and 10 percent are protected by an impromptu shelter
in the home.
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4.
In

Conclusion
this analysis,

we examined those people who said they were

owners and those people who said they were protected

in

shelter-

some way

Afrom

a nuclear attack even though they did not have a private fallout
shelter.
In addition, we considered the latter group of people with'
respect to the types of protection they stated as having.
The purpose
of this analysis was to obtain a clearer picture of the national distribution of the current level of civil defense preparedness of the
population.
We found that there were,
in the characteristics of
cause of the small n~umber
we are limited in drawing
ences which do exist.

generally, no sharp descriptive differences
those people owning private shelters.
Beof people in the group of shelter-owners,
definite conclusions from any of the differ-

Keeping this limitation in
ind, we can pose a very general summary
statement about the shelter, wner in our population, based on the
data from our study.
Those priple who have their own private fallout
shelter tend to be 20 to 39 yee~s of age, to own their own home, to
be relatively highly educated, a professional with an income of
$10,000 a year or more, residing in one of the New England states, ard
identifies himself as a Republican.
Those pcýnple who said they were protected in some way from nuclear
attack ever thouqh they did not have a private fallout shelter represent one-fourth of our civilian population.3
These individuals tend

to be 20 to 29 years old, own their own home, residing in one of the
New England states or the Mountain states, white, married, relatively
highly educated, a member of either the professional, craftsmen, or
manager occupational group with an income of $10,000 or more per year,

a member of the upper social class, and coming from a household with
four members.
Those respondents who said they were protected, but not by a private
fallout shelter, stated their protection as being one of three types-an impromptu shelter in the home, a community shelter, or an assumed
community shelter.
However, the assumed community shelter was so
infrequently mentioned that discussion if it is not warranted.
The
person who is protected by an impromptu shelter in his home is white,
50 years of age or older, married with six or more persons in the
housohold, a home-owner residing in either a non-metropolitan area
which has no city of 10,000 residents or in a metropolitan area which

has less than 2,000,000 residents in either one of the New England
states or one of the Mountain states, with an annual income of $15,000
or more,

3

and in

the upper class.

.Current Povulation Report of November 15, 1963 estimates the
nation's total civilian population in the fall of 1963 as 187,297,000.
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In contrast to this, the person who relies on a community shelter
for his protection tends to be Negro, 20 to 29 years of age, divorced
or never married, with low income, a home-renter residing in a metropolitan area with a population of 2,000,000 or more in either the
Middle Atlantic, South Atlantic or West South Central states, in the
lower social class, and comes from a one-member household.
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1.

Introduction

Between late June and early August, 1963, a nation-wide study of
attitudes toward the Cold War and civil defense was conducted by the
University of Pittsburgh.
The National Opinion Research Center of
the University of Chicago did the field work, and the sample design
called for a probability sample of 1,500 Americans.
Actually, 1,434
interviews were completed, and the discrepancy is accounted for by
the fact that some respondents even after a substantial number of
call-backs proved impossible to reach.
This report deals with the marking and stocking of shelter spaces.
The respondents were asked to describe the present civil defense
program in their respective communities in terms of the surveying,
marking and stocking of available shelter spaces.
They were also
asked how likely it was that shelter spaces are marked and stocked
with everything necessary for survival as well as how desirable it
was that they be marked and stocked.
They were then asked how much
they thought their neighbors and the President wanted shelters to
be marked and stocked.
Thus, it is possible to place the information level regarding the
surveying, marking and stocking of shelter spaces into the context
of the actual state of the marking and stocking program when that
information becomes available.
(The data regarding the actual
numbern and locations of shelter spaces which are marked and stocked
do not presently exist.)
The evaluation as to how much the respondents want shelter spaces to be marked and stocked as well as how
much they think their neighbors and the President want it is one
type of expression of attitude, indicative of the level of receptivity
at least to this phase of the program.
The data have some important
implications.
This report will explore them and make them explicit
in the process.

2.

Descriptions of the MIrkina and StoCkirg ProoraM

To establish how Americans describe the present civil defense proofsrA
in their communities as regards the surveying, marking and stocking
of shelter spaces, we asked the following questions
"As best you can tell,
which statement describes the
present Civil Defense program in your community (neighborhood)?
A.
Nothing has been done that I would know of.
B.
Available shelter spaces have been surveyed,
but the spaces have not beet marked or stocked.
C.
A survey of shelter spaces was done and the
spaces have been marked as shelters, but at stocked.
D.
A survey of shelter spaces was done, the shelters
were marked, and are also stocked."
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Table 1. provides the national distribution relative to a total
sample excluding those people who either didn't know or were unwilling to ans
th question.
Vier
Table 1.
PERCEPTIONS REGARDING THE SURVEYING, MARKING AND
STOCKING OF SHELTER SPACES IN RBSPONDFNrTS' COMMUNITY
In Percent
Nothing

54.4

Surveyed

12.6

Msbrked

21.9

Stocked

11.0
(1423)*

*Sample excluding Don't knows and 4o answers.

It is clear from Table 1. that about one in two Americans answered
that nothing had been done that they knew of.
About one in eight
Americans answered that shelter spaces had been surveyed but not
marked or stocked; about one in five answered that they had been
surveyed, marked but not stocked; and about one in nine answered
that shelter spaces had been surveyed, marked and also stocked.
Thus, a little
over half (54.4%) of the population said that nothing
has been done in their communities regarding the surveying, marking
and stocking of shelter spaces.
12.6 percent claim that available
shelter spaces have been surveyed but not marked or stocked.
21.6
percent claim that shelter spaces have been surveyed and marked
but 921 stocked.
Finally, 11 percent claim that shelter spaces
in their aommunities have been surveyed, marked and stocked.
Ijale 2. presents the respondents according to their residence
siae-whether they live in metropolitan or rural areas.
About
three-fifths, 59.S percent, of all
Americans who live in a standard
metropolitan area of 2,000,000 or over, and a little
over threefifths, 63.3 percent, of all Americans who live in non-metropolitan
counties with no city of 10,000 say they know of nothing thst has
been done about Civil Defense in their communities.
The smaller
metropolitan areas and large rural areas have the largest percentages of people who claim that shelter spaces have been either
marked or marked and stocked.
Only 5.1 percent of those people
who live in large metropolitan areas describe shelters as marked
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and stocked, although 22.8 percent describe them as marked only.
Only 4.8 percent of those people who live in small rural areas
describe shelters as marked and stocked while 15.7 percent describe
them as only marked.
The fact that people of rural areas and large metropolitan areas
know less about the marking and stocking program may be accounted
for by the fact that, in rural areas, there are actually fewer shelter
spaces making them less visible, and, in large metropolitan areas,
there are few shelter spaces in relation to the number of buildings
so that they, too, might be less visible.
Table 2.
PBRCSPTIONS REGARDING THK SURVEYING, MARKING AND STOCKING OF
SHELTER SPACES IN RESPONDENTS' COJMUNITY BY RESIDENCE SIZE
In Percent
No. in
.Saple

Nothina

Surveyed

Marked

Stocked

Standard Metropolitan
Area (2,000,000 or over)

59.5

12.7

22.8

5.1

316

Other metropolitan

50.2

10.2

24.4

15.3

570

Non-metropolitan single
county with major city
of 10,000 or over

45.5

13.8

23.2

17.4

224

Non-metropolitan single
county with no city of
10,000

63.3

16.3

15.7

4.8

313

There are sharp regional differences when we consider those people
that has been done for the Civil
who say they know of nothing at all
(West South Central states,
The
highest
percentages
Defense program.
including Arkansas, Louisiana, Cklahoma, and Texas and the Last North
Central states, including Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Qhio and
The lowWisconsin) are 63.3 percent and 58.5 percent respectively.
est percentages (New 8ngland, including Connecticut, NItne,
Massachusetts, Now Hapshire, Rheds Island and Vermontand West
North Central states, including Iowa, Kansas, MIdmeootag Missouri,
Nebraska, South Dakota and North Dakota) are 37.5 and 39.9 percent
More people in the New Rngland area (33.9 percent)
respectively.
describe shelter spaces as being marked than in any other area, but
more people in the West North Central, 20.9 percent, and Mountain,
18.2 percent, (including Arisona, Colorado, Idaho, Mnutana, Now

)
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Mexico, Utah, Nevada, and Wyoming), areas describe shelter spaces
as being marked and stocked. The Middle Atlantic (5.9 percent),
South Atlantic (6.7 percent), and New England (8.9 percent) areas
have the smallest percentage of people who say that shelters are
not only marked but also stocked.
Table 3.
Ph2CRPTIaRS ROGARDING TH

SURVEYING9 MARKING AND STOCKING

C7 SHRUZiR SPACES IN RSSPCHDRNTS 0 COWIUNITY BY N4AT ION' S RBG IONS
In Percent
No. inl

Nothina

Surveyed

Marked

Stocked

Sampe.

New England

37.5

19.6

33.9

8.9

S6

Middle Atlantic

55.5

11.7

27.0

5.9

2S6

Bast North Central

58.5

12.7

17.7

11.2

260

West North Central

39.9

14.7

24.5

20.9

163

South Atlantic

56.0

12.0

23.4

8.7

184

last South Central

55.4

13.5

18.9

12.2

74

West South Central

63.3

11.7

15.4

9.6

IS8

Mo~untain

47.7

9.1

25.0

18.2

4

Pac if ic

55.6

12.1

20.7

11.6

198

There are some sharp racial differences as well. 52.1 percent of
white respondents say that nothing has been done that they know of;
whereas 72.0 percent of Negro respondents say so. 13.7 percent of
white respondents say that available shelter spaces have been surveyed, but the spaces have ML been marked or stocked; whereas
5.5 percent of Negro respondents say so. 23.3 percent of white respondents say that a survey of shelter spaces was done and the
spaces have been marked as shelters, but P& stocked; whereas
12.2 percent of Negro respondents say so. 11.0 percent of white
respondents say that a survey of shelter spaces was done, the
shelters were, marked and are also stocked; whereas 10.4 percent of
Negro respondents say so.
It is evident from the above figures that the percentage of Negroes
who how of nothing that has be@. done is much higher than that of

the white respondents. Consistently, the white respondents who do
describe the shelter spaces in their oma-nities as surveyed., marked
or marked and stocked is higber than that of the Negro respondents.
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More women say that they know of nothing that has been done for Civil
Men consistently
Defense (59.9 percent) than do men (47.8 percent).
14.3 percent of
see the program as further advanced than do women:
men say that shelter spaces have been surveyed as against 11.3 percent of women who say so; 26.3 percent of men say shelters have been
marked as against 18.2 percent of women who say so; 11.5 percent of
men say shelters have been marked and stocked, whereas 10.6 percent
This could be accounted for by the fact that most
of women say so.
shelter spaces are in a downtown or business area and would thus be
Also the informatircn level
generally more visible to men than women.
of men is generally higher than women due to their greater mobility
and the fact that men read newspapers and periodicals more than do

women.
Although attitudes toward civil defense generally correlate with age
(in that younger people generally appear to be more favorable than
older people), no major patterns of difference emerge when it comes
to describing the marking and stocking program of shelter spaces in
the respondents' communities.
The various age groups are quite similar amongst the people who say
they know of nothing that has been done except for the elderly
groups (over 60 years of age) which have a larger percentage (69.4
percent).
Less people in the above elderly groups describe shelter
spaces as being surveyed and marked and stocked than do respondents
in younger age groups.
Thus, we can say that the elderly (60 and
above)estimate that less has been done regarding surveying, markinV
and stocking than the younger groups.
Table 4.
PERCEPTIONS REGARDING THE SURVEYING, MARKING AND STOCKING
OF SHELTER SPACE IN THIE RESPONDENTS' CGBHNITY BY MARITAL STATUS
In

ftreent

No.

Sujgytd

Sb rkd

47.2

13.8

26.0

13.0

123

retried

54.0

13.0

22.0

11.0

1125

Divorced

45.1

9.8

31.4

13.7

51

Widwed

70.2

9.5

10.7

9.5

84

Separated

68.4

10.S

15.8

5.3

38

Moth ing
Single--Never married

l~co

ay

in
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Table 4. reveals considerable differences depending on the marital
status of the respondent.
Widowed and separated respondents are the
largest groups who claim that nothing has been done that they would
know of.
They yield consistently the smallest percentage of respondents who describe shelter spaces as marked, or marked and stocked.
A little
more than one out of every two (54.0 percent) married couples
say that they know of nothing that has been done.
There is a definite association between education and level of information.
The higher the education of the respondents the smaller the
percentages of those respondents who say that nothing has been done
that they know of.
The higher the education of the respondents
through college the higher the percentages of those people who describe
shelter spaces as surveyed and marked.
However, those with education
beyond col lege have lower percentages as regards knowledge of surveying and marking.
A similar pattern is visible in relation to stocking.
However, college graduates as well as those educated beyond college
have lower percentages regarding stocking.
Although the highly educated groups would be aware of the programit
is unlikely that these groups would have located the shelter spaces
and visited one to see if it had been stocked or not.
Table I.
PRWSPTIOGS RARDING TIS SUR•KY I G,KMKING AMN STOCKING
(F S431.133 SPACUS IN RISP(NDBMTS' COIOMMITY BY BDUCATIGN
In Prtent
No.

100.0

No School

in

4
6.2

14.3

6.9

303

61.3

10.1

10.4

10.)

326

51.7

13.7

21.8

12.8

431

41.2

10.6

27.0

14.4

187

College, complete

36,2

19.0

36.2

8.6

105

DMpgd College

37.5

17.2

3S.9

9.4

64

Grammr School (1-8 yrs.)

6.3

Some High School
(9-11 yrs.)
Completed High School
(12 yres.)
College,

incmplete

4

Farmers, farm laborers, service workers, and laborers have the highest
percentages of those who claim that nothing has been done that they
know of.
Laborers, farm laborers, service workers and sales have the
smallest percentages of those who know that shelter spaces have been
surveyed.
Farmers, service workers, farm laborers, and laborers
have the smallest percentages of respondents who claim that shelter
spaces have been marked.
The pattern changes regarding stocKinr.
The smallest percentages are amonnst the farmers, managers, officials,
and proprietors, service workers, operatives and professionals.
Clericals have tie highest percentage of respondents who describe
shelter spaces as marked and stocked.
Table 6. is a s'meary of the
data.
Table 6.
PERCEPTIONS REGARDING THE SURVEYING, KRKING AND STOCKING
OF SHELTER SPACES IN RESPOtDENTS' COMMUNITY BY OCCUPATIO14
In Percent
No.
Nothing

Surveyed

Marked

Stocked

S

Professional

41.8

17.5

30.7

10.1

189

Farmers,

73.6

12.1

9.9

4.4

91

Managers, officials,
proprietors

46.6

15.3

29.0

9.1

176

Clerical

50.Q

13.2

18.9

17.0

lob

Sales

44.9

10.3

32.1

12.8

78

55.7

11.8

18.9

13.6

280

Operatives

$6.2

12.8

21.3

9.8

235

Service workers

63.6

10.9

16.4

9.1

110

Farm laborers

83.3

---

16.7

---

Laborers

61.0

8.2

17.8

13.0

farm managers

Craftsmen,

foremen

in

12
146

As income increases, the lower are the percentages of respondents
who say that nothing has been done that they know of.
Thib holds
true regarding the surveying and marking of shelter spaces.
However,
as regards stacking, the very htgbest income group and the very lowest income group are the smallest.
Tble I. documents this.
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Table 7.
PERCEPTIONS OF SURVEYING,
SPA'F.S IN RESIPONDENTS'

MARKING AND STOCKING OF SHELTE.R
COMMUNITY BY RESPONDENT IN4COME
In Percent
No.

NothinQ
Less 1hon $3,000

S

Marked

Stocked

in

W

72.3

7.2

11.9

8.5

235

53.3

12.7

21.4

12.7

276

$5,000-$7,499

52.7

12.1

21.1)

13.3

406

$7,$500-,$9q99q

49.8

16.9

24.0

9.3

225

$10,900-$14,999

45.1

12.3

30.9

11.7

162

$15,000-$Z4,999

41. 6

14.8

31.1

11.5

61

Over $25,000

26.7

40.0

26.7

6.?

15

The lower class has the highest percentage of respondents who say they
kiow of nothing tnat has been done whereas the middle class has the
smallest percentoge who say so.
Again the lower class has the small-

est percentage of people who describe shelters as being surveyed and
marked whereas the middle class has the highest percentage who say
so. The upper and lower classes-have the highest percentages of
respondents who describe shelter spaces as marked and stocked whereas
the middle class and working class are just about the same. Thus,
those respondents with less education, less prestigious occupations,
lower income and who identify with the lower social classes know less
about the program.
In other words, people who generally have less
information in vur society are also less informed about the program.
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Table 8.
PERCEPTIONS OF SURVEYINGv MARKING, AND STOCKING OF SHELTER
SPACES IN RESPONDENTS' COMM4UNITY BY SOCIAL CLASS IDENTIFICATICN
In Percent

Notthing. Surveyed

iMarked

Stocked

No.
S

Upper

51.6

12.9

19.4

16.1

31

Hiddle

47.0

15.2

27.5

11.3

630

Working

59.5

11.1

18.0

11.4

674

Lower

75.0

1.8

10.7

12.5

56

in

Among people who own their own residence 54.2 percent claim they know

of nothing that has been done, 14.1 percent say that shelter spaces
have been surveyed, 22 percent that they have been marked and 9.8
The only differences
percent that they have been marked and stocked.
which occur among those people who rent their place of residence are
those people who describe the shelter spaces as having been surveyed,
10.1 percent, and those who describe then as having been stocked,
13.4 percent.

3.

Perceived Probabilities That Existing Spaces Will Be Mrked and
Stocl-ed.

First, we wished to know how much people know about the civil defense
Secondprogram in their communities as regards marking and stocking.
ly, we wished to know how receptive people are to the marking and
There are numerous ways in which we could measure
stocking program.
We chose to probe into how likely people thought it was
receptivity.
that most existing spaces which provide good protection against fallout will be marked as shelters, and stocked with everything necessary
This does not force the respondent to say either that
for survival.
he wants them marked and stocked or not; it simply seeks to ascertain
how probable it seems to him at the time that shelter spaces will be
marked and stocked.
On the scale, the
The scale which we used ranges from zero to ten.
zero response implies certainty or near-certainty that the respondent
does not think it likely that shelter spaces will be marked and

stocked.

Five mirrors a fifty-fifty likelihood that shelter space..

And ten, of course, implies certainty
will be marked and stocked.
Other values on the scale
that shelters will be marked and stocked.
represent varying likelihood estimates that shelter spaces will be
marked and stocked being more likely (values 6, 7, 8, 9) than not, or
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being increasingly less likely (values 4, 3, 2, 1).
29.9 percent of
the respondents felt
that it was certain or near-certain that existing shelter spaces will be marked as shelters and stocked; 42.3 percent felt
that it was likely; 14.0 percent that it was as likely as
not; 11.1 percent that it was unlikely and 2.7 percent that it was
certain or near-certain that shelter spaces would not be marked and
stocked.
The average is 7.28 (mean) which means that most people
think it likely that existing shelter spaces will be marked as shelters
and stocked with everything necessary for survival.
Table 9.
PROBABILITY THAT EXISTING SHELTER SPACES WILL BE MARKED AS SHELTERS
AND STOCKED WITH EVERYTHING N¥CESSARY FOR SURVIVAL
Scale Value
10
6,

7,

8,

9

5
1,

2,

3,
0

4

In Percent
Certain or near-certain

29.9

Likely

42.3

As likely as not

14.0

Unlikely

11.1

Certain or near-certain not

2.7

The various characteristics (region, age, sex, education, etc.) dealt
with in the previous section are not relevant when dealing with perceptions of likelihood.
Except for a few isolated cases which will
be mentioned,
likelihood perceptions are consistently uniform and
high regardless of breakdown by respondent characteristics.
In looking at the perceptions of likelihood by region of the nation,
people in the Mountain states (Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, New Nexico, Utah, Wyoming) have the highest percentage of
people who are certain about this (50.0 percent) in fact, an additional
40.9 percent consider it likely.
The average score for the Mountain
region is 8.68, at least 1.0 higher than the other regions.
Those people who are college graduates or have education beyond college
are least certain (15.0 percent and 22.0 percent respectively)as
opposed to all
the other education levels whose percentages range from
12.6 percent to 14.4 percent.
As regards income, the highest percentage of certainty appears in the
highest income group, 40.0 percent, and the next highest percentage
33.5 percent in the income group of $3,000 to $4,999.
The highest
income group also holds the highest percentage, 20.0 percent, of
people who think it likely that shelter spaces will not be marked and
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As regards class identification, those people in the middle
stocked.
The
class have the highest percentage ofcertainty, 31.9 percent.
upper class has the lowest percentage of certainty, 18.8 percent.

Desirability that Existing Spaces Will Be Mhrked and Stocked.

4.

Now that we have found how likely people think it is that shelter
spaces will be marked and stocked we also wish to know how desirable
The scale which we used is a seven point scale
they think it is.
ranging from -3 indicating an extreme undesirability and +3 indicating
Zero on the scale indicates an inan extremely desirable situation.
different response.
it
highly desirable that
Sixty-nine percent of the respondents felt
existing shelter spaces be marked as shelters and stocked; 21.0 perthat it was desirable; 4.6 percent were indifferent to the
cent felt
notion; 2.8 percent thought it undesirable; and 2.6 percent thought
Thus, 90.0 percent or 9 out of every ten
it extremely undesirable.
Americans think it desirable and highly desirable that existing shelter
spaces be marked and stocked.
Table 10.

DESIRABILITY THAT EXISTING SHELTER SPACES WILL BE MARKED
AS SHELTERS AND STOCKED WITH EVERYTHING NECESSARY FOR SURVIVAL
In Percent

Scale Value
Highly desirable

+3
+1,

+2
0

-1,

-2
-3

Desirable

69.0
21.0

Indifferent

4.6

Undesirable

2.8

Highly undesirable

2.6

As with the perceptions of probability, perceptions of desirablity
are consistently uniform and high regardless of interviewee characteristics.
A few relevant differences appear.
In large metropolitan areas, the percentage of indifferent responses
There is a higher peris higher than in any other residence sixe.
centage of indifferent responses, 9.3 percent, in the Middle Atlantic
states (New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania), than in any other
region.
More males are indifferent (5.9 percent) than are women,
(3.5 percent).
Whites are more indifferent (4.9 percent) than are
In terms of marital status, the respondents
Negroes, (2.5 percent).
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who are separated or divorced have higher percentages of high desirability responses, 73.0 and 86.0 respectively.
The most educated groups--college graduates and those educated beyond
the college level--aremost indifferent, 6.5 and 9.4 percent respectively.
These groups also have the highest percentage of undesirable
responses, 14.0 and 17.3 percent respectively.
Those respondents in the highest income groups have the highest percentages of indifferent responses and the lowest percentages of high
desirability responses.
As regards social class identification, there is a higher percentage
of indifferent responses, 5.7 percent, and a lower percentage of high
desirability responses, 58.5 percent, among the lower class than any
other class.

5.

Desirability Attribution

Respondents have perceptions of what various referents desire and do
not desire.
Hence, it can be said that they "attribute desirabilities"
to someone else.
For our purposes, the respondents were asked to
attribute desirability regarding the marking ani stocking of existing
shelter spaces first
to their neighbors and then to the President.
The attributed desirabilities are high in both cases.
62.7 percent
of the respondents thought that their neighbors thought that the
marking and stocking of existing shelter spaces was highly desirable.
27.8 percent thought that their neighbors thought it was desirable.
5.7 percent thought their neighbors were indifferent to the prospect.
2.4 percent thought that their neighbors thought it highly undesirable.
Table 11.
ATTRIBUTED DSSIRABILITY TO THE NEIGHBORS REGARDING THR MORKING AND
STOCKING OF EXISTING SHELTER SPACES
In Peroent

Sarle Value
+3

Highly desirable

62.7

.1, *2

Desirable

27.8

O

Indifferent

5.7

Undesirable

2.4

-1,

-2
-3

Highly undesirable

1.4
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Seventy-two percent thought that the marking and stocking of existing
22.5 pershelter spaces was also highly desirable to the President.
percent
1.9
cent thought that the president thought it desirable.
2.5 percent thought that he
though that he was indifferent about it.
it was
1.1 percent thought that he felt
it was undesirable.
felt
highly undesirable.
Table 12.
ATTRIBUTED OBSIRABILITY TO THE PRESIDENT RBGARDING THE
MARKING AND STOCKING OF EXISTING SHBLTER SPACES
In Percent

Scale Value

O
-2

-1,

Indifferent

1.9

Undesirable

2.5
1.1

Highly undesirable

-3

6.

22.5

Desirable

+2

+1,

72.0

Highly desirable

+3

Conclusions

The most salient results of the study may now be summed up:
1.

more than half of the population claim that they
A little
know of nothing that has been done for Civil Defense in
their communities.

2.

Approximately three-fourths of the population think it certain or likely that existing shelter spaces will be marked
and stocked.

3.

Ninety percent of the population think it
shelter spaces be marked and stocked.

4.

Ninety percent of the population view their neighbors as
favorable to the marking and stocking of shelter spaces.

S.

Over ninety percent of thepopulation view the President as
favorable to the marking and stocking of fallout shelters.

6.

No population segment can be singled out as being drastically at variance with this underlying view.

desirable that

b
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Although no major subgroup differences exist, and all population
segments considered are quite favorable to the program, a few differences regarding the descriptions of the level of the program establish
something of a pattern:
1.

More people who live in small cities and urbanized counties
*vith a city of 10,000 or more) describe the shelter spaces as
marked and stocked than do people who live in large metropolitan complexes or in rural counties (with no city of
10,000 or more inhabitants).

2.

More whites than Negroes describe shelter spaces as being
marked and stocked.

3.

More son than women describe shelter spaces as being marked
and stocked.

4.

More people with higher incomes describe shelters as surveyed
and marked than do people in the lower income brackets.
However, less people in the very highest income groups and
the very lowest income groups describe the shelters as stocked
than do other income groups.

5.

More people of the upper and lower classes say they know of
nothing that has been done than do people who identify with
other classes.
More people of the middle class describe
shelters as being marked than any other class. However,
more people in the upper and lower classes describe shelters
as being stocked than do other classes.

Generally, those people of a higher socio-economic status were more
informed about the program than were those in the lower socio-economic
groups.
There were no differences between socio-economic groups regarding likelihood perceptions. As regards the desirability of the
program the pattern has a tendency to reverse itself with the lower
socio-economic groups finding it more desirable than the higher socioeconomic groups.
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1.

Introduction

"The itudy of Cold War and :ivil Defense Attitudes", sponsored by the
Office of Civil Defense, is an onc-oina research program conducted by
As
the Research Office of Sociology at the University of Pittsbur(,h.
part of this proaram a representative national sample of 1434 Americans were asked a series of nuestions on their attitudes, opinions
This
and responses to a number of cold war and civil defense issues.
survey was administered in the summer of 1963 by the National Opinion
Research Center durino the conclusion of the nuclear test ban acreement by the atomic powers.
This report is concerned with the overall information level of Americans on the topics of nuclear war and fallout shelters an(; the sources
through which Americans are exposed to coimmunicatinns on those vital

issues.

In the mid-1963 survey the respondents were asked tn recall

any movies, television programs, or reaainc, material they nag have
encountered that dealt with nuclear war or fallout shelters.
In each
instance where a respondent could recall exposure to such an item he
was asked to specify its
title
(if a movie, television prooram or
book) or its
source (if an article
in a macazine or a paarhlet).
Over two-thires of the sample claimed recall of exposure to one or
more of these sources of information.
This ienort deals with the followinp questions asked of resonrdents
in the FOHcI1 N AFFAIRS ANr CIVIL r*.F..Nsr questionnaire administered
in the summer of 1963 by the Research Office of Sociology of the
University of Pittsburgh.
(Ouestion No.
47.

Do you recall seein(, any movies or TV programs about
nuclear (atomic) war or fallout shelters?
IF YES:
47A.
Which ones?

48.

Do you recall reading an." books about nuclear (atomic)
war or fallout shelters?
.IF YILS:
48A.
Could you cive me any of the titles
of such books
you've read?

49.

How about articles, booklets or pamphlets about nuclepz
(atomic) war or fallout shelters?
IF YES:
49A.
Could you recall where these appeared?
498.
Any others?

I
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This analysis will be primarily concrned with thi actual an(' (-,rniparative extent of exoosure to information on atomic war and fallout
shelters via each of th- hasic conmmnunications media.
*e will he
concerned- with who the peo;d)e exposed are, whier- they are, and the
extent to which the various media differ in the characteristics of
the people exposed to then.
The secondary items, specifyinc the
ex)osture will he dealt with separately.
A further, separate, examination will be made of the effect of time of intorview on the eNpo,iire resronses.
This item relates the actual date of each interview
conducted in the survey to the prociress of the nuclear test [lan
ac-reement durina the period interviews were conducted.
In summary, over two-thirds of the sample was exposed to at least
some information or nuclear war or fallout shelters.
Those who were
so exposed tend to hb- young, well-educated, hich incocie, have a number
of young children and work at a relatively high status occuapat_ion.
They are likely to live in urban and suburban rather than rural areas
and the head of the household probably had military service.
There
seem to be no especially striking neorranhic differences althouoh
some areas of the country can be said to he relatively more or less
"informed" than others.
A number of tht "characte'ristics" of the
"informed" or "exposed" a,;tuallv are inter-related, such as income
and education.
The relatively hinher exuoour," of J(-ws an( ý?Oman
Z•itholics over Protestants is probably related to the rural-non
rural diff,.rences mentioned.
The ,verall level of r~porttd exnosure tr information on nuclear war
and fallout shelters must be viewed in terms of the actual nature of
the communication restonsihle.
On the Reach, as a novel (book),
movie and t.levision presentation oc,:%rs with conniderable fre,:uincy
in the specified responses.
zo do the novt*I Fail-S.ife and thi, tolvvision rpronram Twilinht Zone.
Oailv newspaptrs and the ,arious
popular manazines sach as Header'. uiurst, life, and the %aturday
Fvoninci Post (which published a contlens.ation of Fail-Saf:e) a-:count
for much of the respondent exposure.
Of preater relevance are the sixteen
percent of the total sample
replvino who have been able to recall exposure to civil Defense
sponsored literature.
Another 6.9 percent mentioned other envernment agencies as sources of infora&ti-an on nuclear war and fallout
shelters.
Thus, over a fifth
of the total sample, 22.9 percent,
were able to recall readinn either 2*ivil Defense or othvtr ,evvrni--,nt
spnsored material.

2.

The :omiunications

4edia

Table I sunnaripes the responses ti the nrisarv questions )•n pxCi-,,,t,
to the thret, basic informaticon smor,:et.
Somewhat nv•,r hall of the
res.-rondnts in the samole, S4.0 percetit, were able to recall a anvit,
or television .,rooram dealinn with nuclear war or fallout shelters.

,%s~iht
cexc'ectec fewer, I,,.,) vr~e~er~t, :n'writi in' d r--,i nri a v
"t) oks". The irvst frpCucnt Px:.)osurc' rPe.'orte(d was to k~iu
rils
na-inhlets and booklets
ith over tw-o-thirds of ttw- sa;-Aet 67.2 -)ýr-cont, -ent ionin rinv or anothcr of th, (-.
1-tcause of t~lfe small pronorti-iin of thc ,sctnjl who resi--)nder4 a't all to the-Jsj)n". oks
I-Ad I'11d e~ieOf
t!-k anhiC'uIOUS n.1t'1f
Of the rvs-iornses ol-tai ned
t.,( analvsis to follow is CýIic'tly basod on Ireplies to tiie itet.s on
t'Ic- Isn;~'1'viewin- anti articles etc. 1The data on "ho1)oks"
road will be in
ddf'-r
all ta1".

Movies-TV.

"P'ooks",

Articles etc.

(h

pe rcor t

vxno~sed

"Note:

54.0)l%

(1 ."1

67.2

Dlue to differential response rates the total "N" will
vary from~ tal-le to table. All stated ,erCents and
related cAlculations are hased on the actu-il ruwaheranswerinfl each itpm~ or set of itpwas. The ";
iven
in narertheses is the basic one for each tahle. For
any (,n,, cmauiUlcationls

source the o.,rticul.-r

"01

rmav

actuall", vary' by two or thrt'e restiondeies since not
all reslincie'ts answpred all '-uestions.
TI~e noxt portion of this reritnrt anAvlyts. the charactoris.ics no t .'so
'r'r ents w~io recalle-d cxiosure t-) TV-movie preserntat 'ons or reaidisir -natte'r on nucle.Ar war 'rr civil deferise. t~onerally,, TV-'iovje
viewinri anti rea1dinq do not dliffer substanti~allv in the charactvri~t16-of the res-3-ndents eP-qvsd to thcea. but there are so,:* diffcrre;:7vs (if
note to be -xawninvd. The actu-al c~intent of the infornation ;'r.'vi'led
resrRonoeflts by each media ty~w will he discussed In the sectiov o)n
Snecific Ardja Soutgees.

,see see? ion 4 for an analysis of each commsunicat ions retdiium.

•

3.
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?espondent Characteristics

Some people ir the samn-le recalled exposure to informatinn on nuclear
(C.ar concern in this present
Others did not.
war and civil defense.
inquiry is to determine if those so exposed differ from those rot
exposed and what is the nature and extent of any differernces observed.
A number of pertinent characteristics will be specified, with the
Since not A11 respondents
percent reporting exposure given for each.
answered all questions the number of respondents (given asN) will

differ sliflhtly from table to table.
The community in which each respondent lived
Size of Sampling Unit.
ThesL were
was classified by the standard size of the samlinti unit.
the larce standard metropolitan areas of two milliin or over, metropolitan areas of less than two million, counties with a city of ten
thousand population or over, and counties with no city as large as
Table 2 specifies the veneral exposure L.vels of
ton thousand.
Respondents who live in esser,Table 1 for these size breakdowns.
no citl, as larce as 10,000
with
in
counties
areas,
rural
tially
".opulation, renort considerably less exposure to information on

"!uclear war and civil defense than do those respondents who live in
a metropolitan area or in a county with a city of 10,000 population.
The "rural"
This holds for both TV-movie viewing and reading.
-e-xposure levels of 45.5 percent for TV-movies and 60.4 percent for
articltes, booklets etc. read will be tnund reflected in later tables
on occupational nroupinos where farn personnel also report low
exposure.
TABLE 2
SAIP'oINC UNIT SIZE AN-

!LXMOSUiE

Standard Met. Area
2,000,000 and more

Other Wiet.
Area

County with
city of 10,000

County without
city of l0,090

TV-movies

52.2

58.6

56.4

45.5

",looks"

19.1

15.5

.18.7

15.9

Articles etc.

67.2

71.1

66,?

60.4

(225)

(314)

?ercent
exposed to

(N=)

(316)

(568)
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Geographic Location.
Unlike the rural-non rural differential
found
in Table 2, Table 3 indicates little
difference in TV-:novie exposure
across the nation.
The srnarsely settled
North Zentral regions are
lowest but not by much.
1towever, tht nron-,rtions rev)ortinc vxposure
to ,rticles
-)n nuclear war and fallout
shelti•rsdovary from renion
to region.
Only two of the renions vary more than 6 percent from
the overall mean pro:)ortion of 67.2 percent,
These are the East
South .entral reaion with a low of 52.7 percent and the Mountain
re.ion with a high of 81.4 percent.
The former fits,
althnugh in
an accentuated fashion, with other results
on race, rural-urban
differences, and the inco:te-education complex.
The 'Mountain r-nionn
high ficure must no largely unexplained at this
level of analysis,
save perhaps for the smallness of the samnle size there, forty-four.
Since, excent for the two regions discussed, there is relatively
little
variance across the nation, it can be tentatively
assumed
that geographic location does not have an appreciable effect
on
reported exposure to information on nuclear war and fallout
shelters.
Other, resondent centered, characteristics
seem to have far more
dramatic and consistent conseouences for information level.
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The personal attributes and social characteristics of the respondents
provide the most consistent and interesting differences in degree of
"exposure" to information on nuclear war and fallout shelters,
Of
particular interest are the exposure patterns observed in the cluster
of socio-econoaic characteristics usually associated with indices of
"social class"*. Education, income, occupation, and the respondents'
own perception of their social class form a consistent, related set.
In general, higher status resoondents report higher levels of exposure than do respondents with socio-economic characteristics indicatinn overall lower status.
This particular set of respondent
charac-teris*ics provides greater differences for exposure to reading
matter than for television and movie viewing.
Of these "status" characfteristics the respondents' education provides
by far the greatest assoc.iation for reported exposure.
As education
increases so does exposure to communications media dealinn with
nuclear war and fallout shelters.
A generally similar result obtains
for income; the wealthier are more likely to report exposure.
Among
the occupation groupings of the respondents exposure varies too, more
for "reading" than for TV-movie viewing.
The professionals in our
sample read the most.
Laborers, service workers and farmers the
least.
Sales and manaqerial personnel also reported high exposure
to such literature.
For television-movie viewing a similar pattern
holds but the differences are less marked.
In effect we have two
basic groupings.
Service workers, laborers, and farmers all report
low exposure to television and movies while the remaining Job classifications report relatively high exposures of roughly comparable
levels.
When asked to assign thrqmselves to a social class the respondents
cluster into the middle! and working classes, as Americans usually
do whon provided this ;uestion.
Those who reply "middle class"
indicate somewhat greatcr exposure than do those who choose "working
c'ass", and considerably hinher exposure than those few in the sample
who feel they are "lower class".
The 32 respondents who regard
themselves as "upper class"indicate somewhat lower TV-movie viewing
than do the "middle-working classes".
This follows closely the
results for the extremely hinh income respondents.
A similar pattern
holds for the "upper class" reading habits.
In summary, our respondents' perceived status resembles closely the findings observed for
the various status associated characteristics.
A specific examination of each of these characteristics follows.
F.ducation. For both television-movie viewinc and the reading of
articles etc. the more educated report greater exposure than the less
educated,
This is especially true of exposure to articles and booklets etc.
Those respondents with a grammar school education or less
report 42.2 percent exposed while those who have been to college
report from 85.8 to 88.8 percent exposure.
A similar pattern holds
for TV-movie viewing.
Here, however, those respondents who have
gone beyond college report a slight drop in exposure.
While those
who have had some college report 64.4 percent TV-movie exposure and
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those who have graduated 65.1 percent, those who have gone furth,'r
dr1op to 59.4 percent.
A number of factors may account for the, drop
in reported TV-movie exposure for those respondents who have continued
their ediucation beyond college.
It may well be that these hiahly
educated respondents simply watch TV less and read more, as is indicated by their reported exposure to "books", 42.9 per cent, which is
considerably higher than for those who only completed collene.
Although generally not much faith can be placed in reported exposure
to "books" the response is likely much more meaningful for these well
educated people.
Another possibility is that while those who have
gone beyond college are comparably "exposed" to TV-movie viewing they
may have answered the question :nore specifically.
That is,
they only
replied in terms of more serious programming and did not think of
3cience-fiction shows etc. as "programs about nuclear war or fallout
shelters".
With regard to the readinn of articles,

booklets and pamphlets etc.

Table 4 sugoests that those who have been to college at all comprise
one high exposure cluster followed by the remaining educational
divisions.
For all
educational levels the respondents report higher
exposure to articles etc. than to TV-novie viewing.
Although
reported exposure generally increases with education for both TVmovie viewino and reading the association is greater with reading.
In effect, education results in relatively greater exposure to
articles etc. as well as actually higher levels compared with television-movie viewing.
Thus, the less well educated seem to receive
relatively more of their information on nuclear war and fallout
shelters from TV-movie viewing than do the well educated.
For those
who have not attended high school reading is reported only 5.0 percent more than TV-movie viewing, and for those who attended high
school but did not graduate the difference is onily 5.5 percent (53.2
percent for TV-movies and 58.7 percent for articles etc.).
For those
who graduated from high school the difference between the two types
of exposure jumps to 16.4 percent and is over 20 percent for the
various college qroups.
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TA8LE 4

F.MICATTO?' ANI) r:.X~',rPfP!
percent exposed to

Education

TV-Movies

"Rooks"

Articles etc,

(N-)

Grammar School or
37.2

6.5

42.2

(11)

53.2

10.1

53.7

(327)

_.raduate

58.5

1I.1

74.9

J431)

Some Zollece

64.4

25.7

85.8

(L22L

65.1

30.8

88.8

(107)

59.4

42.9

87.S

less
Some i!'ih School
High S•nool

jolleoe Graduate
Beyond

nl'•pae

types of communications
As for education, exposure to all
Income.
Again, the pattern is less dramatic for
media increases with income.
The range
N-movie viewing than it is for exposure to articles etc.
of 41.7 percent to 84.2 percent for articles, booklets and pamphlets
rpcalled Is far greater than the 43.3 percent to 60.4 nercent
etc.
Note that tho extremely high inonme
found for TV-movie viewing.
respondents, $15,000 and over, actually report relatively low WTThis replicates in a sense the same result for the
movie exnosure.
The less well off in the sample exhibit
"urper class" respondents.
the same relatively greater TV-mnvie exposure found for the less
In fact, those with incomaes under $3,0(0 annually report
educated.
slightly higher exposure to W-movies, 43.3 percent as compared to
41.7 percent exposure to articles etc.

I
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TARIE 5

FAIILY INaXV.1iI ANt) FXPOS11RF
percent exposed to

NV-Movies

"Books"

Articles etc.

(N=)

under $3,000

43.3

9.8

41.7

(231)

$3,000,4,999

51.6

15.1

63.7

(279)

$5,000-7 499

55.9

17.3

70.4

(406)

$7S1500-9,999

58.0

21.1

76.3

(226)

$10,000-142999

60.4

20.6

83.0

(164)

$15,000 and over

54.0

22.7

84.2

76)

Income

The relationship of respondents' occupation to level of
Occupation.
reported exnosure follows the findings for income and education.
Again, the differences observed are grepter for exposure to reading
For TV-movie viewing there are effectively two basic grounmatter.
various farm personnel, service workers, and laborers are
the
ings;
low in reported exposure while the rest of the Job types cluster
somewhat above the average of S4.0 percent for the total sample
-eforted expos, re to articles etc. is
exposure to TV-movie viewing.
Mananerial
highest for professionals with 86.3 percent so reporting.
and sales personnel are also high with 75.3 percent and 76.9 pqrcent
These are then followed by craftsmen, clerical employees,
respectively.
As found for TV-movie viewing, farm personnel, service
and onerat ves.
workers, and laborers Ar. lowest in reported exposure to realino matter.
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TABLFE 6

OCWIJPATTON AND I-XPOSURE
percent exposed to

Occupation

Movies-IV

"Books"

Articles etc.

Professional

59.5

29.5

85.3

uianaoers

57.9

16.4

75.3(17

Sales

59.0

21.P

76.9

(78)

57.1

17.0

68.9

(105)

%.raftsw'.n

58.7

16.1

70.4

Oneratives

54.7

14.0

64.0

(234)

-service

46.8

11.7

52.3

(111)

Lat •rrs

46.5

14.4

50.0

(144)

Farm M|anwers

32.2

AS7

53.3

( 90)

Farm Labrers

41.7

8.3

25.0

.lerical

(N=)

(190)

,121)

Social :lasx.
In view of the preceding results for level of exrw~sirl
for educatn, income, and occupation it appear-. that the sample
allocat'-, itself
rather reasonably into the social classes )rovie.ed
by the questionnaire.
As discussed before, the sample clustered into
the mit'dle anl working classes.
once again, the reported exposure to
articles etc. differs omre from class to class than does TV-movie
viewing.
The difference between the middle and working classes for
articles etc. is 16.4 percent while it is only 4.8 percent for TV.movie viewing.
The few people who regard theaselees as uplxr class
do not fit
the rest of the pattern.
However, their responses do fit
closely with those who reported incomes over $15,000. Ap'iarently
these elites
either dcm't have nuch time for TV and mov.es or at
least feel that they should report that they don't.
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TARLL 7

PE4CEIVED SOCIAL C•L,'; ANO EXPOSITRrpercent exrnosed to

Reported self as

TV-'lovies

"Books"

Ar',cies etc.

(Ne)

1Upper class

43.A

28.1

68.8

32)

Middle class

57.8

21.4

77.2

(631)

Working class

53.0

13.6

60.

Lower class

27.3

1.8

.

(674)

32.1 .

The preceding socio-economic charactL.risti:s have a number of thinns
in commron as they relate to reported levels of exposure on the part
of the sample to information on nuclear war and fallout shelters.
For all
of them, as the "status" scale noes up so does reported
exposure.
For all
of them the differences between high and low
values of the characteristic were nreater for reported exposure to
articles, booklets and pamphlets etc. than for television and movie
viewing.
Althouch this will usually be the pattern for the next
variable to he considered it is not always the case.
Of the variables in the cluster of socio-economic characteristics
education provides the preatest and most distinct association with
reported level of exposure.
A number of other respondent characteristics were found to have an
effect on reported exposure to communications media providino infornation on nuclear war and fallout shelters.
These consist of basic
personal attributes such as anoe, race and sex or selected types of
social behavior or experience such as military ser, tce, reliciion,
political preference, and composition of household.
e.K Kxposure to information about nuclear war And fallout shelters
ref~ond in Table 6 to be a definite function of ape.
Younn meople
in the sample report consistently hinher levels of exposure than do
older people.
This result, unlike those reported earlier, provides
greater differences for TV-movie viewing than for exposure to retdinc,
matter.
With a spread oi 'tam 72.7 percent exposure to TV-movie
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information for those under thirty years of aue to a low of 28.5 percent for those sixty and over it appears that a real difference holds
between the oenprations.
SAnce younger oeople are generally better
educated than older ones, the findinn for articles etc. is largely as
expected.
Of all
the characteristics considered, ane results in the
greatest differences for television-movie exposure.
TABLE 8
AGE AND EXPOSURL
percent exposed to

Age

TV-Movies

"Rooks"

Articles etc.

(N=)

under 30

72.7

23.3

75.2

(289L

30-39

61.3

22.5

71.5

(372)

40-49

52.3

14.3

67.0

(350)

50-59

39.3

11.3

62.7

(239L

60 and over

24.5

6.9

50.0

_(144)

Sex.
Males in the sample report consistently higher exposure to all
communications sources than females.
This is the "sual disparitv
found between the sexes for information levels concerning public
affairs.
Table 9 summarizes these results.

TABILE.

SKX AND EXPOSURE
percent exposed to

Sex

1V-Movies

"Books"

Articles etc.

male

57.2

20.7

70.6

S..3

13.6

64.3

ea9l.

(Ne)

(649)
.774

_

,
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Aside from quasi-psycholooical considerations such as "lack of intprest"
one of the freruent determinants of lower female information leveI]
is the discrepancy found between overall male and female formal educaMales are mr,r, likely to continue their formal education than
tion.
females.
Table OA which specifies level of exposure to information
from readinc articies et..
for males and females of comparable educa'tion, introduces an interesting qualification into the summary paftern5
of Table 9.
TARLE 9A

Sr.X,, ErW'ZATII-t. AND EXPOSUHRE TO ART] ZLLS 1-TC:.

EDIJCATIOW

MALES

(N)

4A.4

t162)

63.8

h School Crad.
Wyk
Some College

Grammar School
or Itss$..
S

.ol3r

"19h School

,date
±.........

...

FULS

(N)

"DIFFERE[NCX."

34.4

(148)

_14.0

(138j

55.0

(189)

.IR

79.0

(1671

72.3

A6.3

••
(73)

5.5

(1l1l

3

Ill1)

RI.3

(60)

hliamination of Table 94 reveals an espe•cially

1%. 7

l.A
0.0

interestinp pattern of
in euM sure to articles ,,tc. between the sexes. Those
n
with little
education, gramar schnoo or less, riot only have the
lmwest overall emwwsure for iwwth scexes but also have the oresatest
difference, betwe• n sex*s, 14.0 per.ent (48.4 percent for nales
versus 34.4 petoent for femles),
For those who havto graduated
from colle•e there is no difference at all, both sexes roport 8.81
gercemt exposure.
Ane.for each intlruediate educational level
progressively sualler difierences between the sexes are fou"O.,
Those who attended but did not oraduate from hich school htve malaes
8.8 percent higher in reported exposure to articles etc. than feoales,
those who oraduted from high school report a 6.? percent difference
betw4me the sexes and those *he attended but did not oraduate from
collpeo a 1.0 percent difference.

gjlL

- o2 -

TABULT

SI.X,

9B

rViMATI-N AND EX0',)S11Ri-

EPDVuATIC*

r)

TV..M(-)VIF VIEWING

M1Al) -S

(N)

Grammar School
or less

35.8

(160)

39.1

(146)

-3.3

iome High School

51.4

_37)_

4Q.5

(18)',)

+8.9

Hich School Grad.

64.1

(167)

55.0

(22)_

+9.1

Some College

71.6

:allege Graduate

67.2

J
(110)

FEuA&LI S

_

(N)

"rIF4•'?LI.

59.,

11

+11.9

55.0

(60)

+12.2

-

Table 98 specifies level of reported ewposure to information from
tenevis
and movie viewine for males and females of comparable
education.
The pattern of tifferences for this table is the reverse
of Tat.le 9.A
As education increases so, generally, does exposure
to 1"V-,mvie viewina, but here the differences betwoen males and
females of cotparable education increase at the higher educational
levels.
In Table 9A education mininized the sex difference for
exposure to articles.
T&A. 2& *hows that education maximizes the
sex differences for TV-movie vxf.wino.
Females with a araumar school
education or less actually report slinhtly hiohcr exposure than their
malt, cnunterparts. 111.1 percent to 3S.8 percent for males.
This
difrereice reverses itself
at thi next etiucational level, sace nih
se.lool' where males report 1.9 percent hipher exp-sure.
the differences increase
to 12.2 percent for collooc praduatos.
T:.e sex difftrontials observed in =I%2
and 3 for the ef Cet
of oducation on exposure to these two basic communications wvdia
indicate that lV.anvir viowinV and the reading of articles et,.
posie-s dissimilar exposure dynamics.
The asmount of exposure
r•1ported hy the respondents is a function of two key elements, access
and ree
t
. By access is meant tht simple volume of information
a reilCdvit "y encounter.
Thus if A respw-dent, reads a prnat Oeal
in oeneral ,,r watches tolvvision re-ularly his likely access tn information can he renarded as Iviah. However, coupled with this must he
an evaluation of receptivity to niven types of infortation.
loes the
rtoporent seek out specific data, does he recall and retain intormstion he has been exnosed tn.
Short of directly monitnrin9 the whole
of the sample's exmsure to all ty1ws of communications it is impossible to determine if i respondent has read an article or watchrd
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All that can be (i4tora Program on nuclear war or falloutY$holters.
A key com-,nnent
minei
is if he can remeabr this readinn or watchincs.
Thus,
of receptivity is the saliency cvoked by thl."actual exposure.
a
direct
not
provide
do
exposure
for
reported
obtained
figures
the
measure of th,

It

actual

volume of intormation

is an awalsam of volume (or access'

reflected in

encountered h%; the sawnD'.

and repýeptivity that is

the pcrcentaaes obtained.

To illustrate,
American wormen watch a great deal of televisio:,
thc
Yet,wcmen report less
housewife certainly more than her husband.
of
This is a result
exposure to television-movie viewinq than ",en.
what fey watch and the saliency of any information they may encounter.

In a related sense the imnact of education -n reuorted exposure to
reading material on nuclear war a:id fallout

shelters

is

most likely

a comnound result of the fact that tacucated people read more generally
and that they also are more concerned with such matters and accordThey
inaly are more likely to look for information on these topics.
are also more likely to recall what they have read.
Table 9A indicates that for the less educated males manifest a nreater
Interest-than females in "public affairs" and that this is reflected
in their renorted exposure to articles etc. on nuclear war and fallout shelters.
However, as educatiotn rogresses, it may be postulated
that females assume a nreater sense of "responsibility" and participation in matters of national importance.
Educated women are more
likely to vote and take part in civic affairs in qeneral.
This effect
increases with education to the point where the female college graduates in our sample report exposure to articles etc. as frequently as
do their male counterparts.
The reversal of the relative effect of education on reported W-:ovie
exposure for the sexes can possibly he attributed to several factors.
Firstly, it has been posited that females watch more television gen.
erally than males.
Thus, for the less educated, where interest and
saliency are lowest, the simnle fact of greater access could ac:ount
for the relatively high reported exposure of the females in the sample.
As eduzation increases so does receptivity, which may well result in
males going out of their way to watch ne:ws programs and sPecial presentations etc. Since females watch more television qenerally than males
this increase in receptivity for them has less dramatic results.
Race.
Nenroes report less exposure than whites for all three comnmunications media.
To some extent this reflects the earlier findinas on
income, education, and o:cupation.
However, the extent of the 14.1
percent difference for TV-movie exnosure and 23.9 percent difterence
for exposure to articles etc. indicate that other factors may be
pertinent.
The present data do not permit analysis of the denree to
which being "Negro" has any specific consequences for either exposure
or receptivity to whatever communications sources may be available.
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TA 3U3 10

percent exnosed to

Race

TV-.44ovies

"3ooks"

Articles etc.

White

55.9

17.4

70.0

Nerro

41.8

12.1

46.1

(N--

_

1249)
_16__

Reli con. For all three con-nunications media Jpws report the hiPhest
level of exnosure.
This particularly holds for exposure to literature
on nuclear war or fallout shelters.
Jews reoort -9.5 percent exposure
to articlps etc. while Pfoman Catholics are next with 69.3 percent
followed by Protestants at 66.5 percent.
The relatively low levels
re'x-rted by the P'rotestants nay be to some degree a rural-non rural
result, relatively few Jews or K')man .atholics live in counties with
no city as lar,'e as 10,00- ponulation (see Table 2).
However, the
79.5 nercent response of the Jews in the sampl-e is beyond that of any
of the urban classifications, indicating other factors such as education nertain.
TAILE 11
IRELIGION AND EXPOSIRE
percent exDosed to

TV-Movies

"Books"

Articles etc.

(N)

52.6

16.1

66.5

(978)

Roman ,Catholic 58.q

17.5

69.3

(348)

Jew

30,8

79,5

(36)

Protestant

63.9

Political Party.
The two major American parties indicate relatively
little
difference in exposure.
Republicans report 0.2 percent less
TV-movie exposure than Democrats and 4.4 percent more exposure to

S~Ii
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articl
s etc.
Tihe cate, ory of interest is that of "Other" which
apparently comprises the "lndepen, tent" voter.
The "Others" reportud
lIvels of 62.3 nercent exposure to TV-movivs and 79.7 percent to
articles etc., like those for the Jews in Table 11.
These finures
indicate that some differential lact.r such as edtucation accouints
for the areater information level reported.
The relatively low
f'jures for those re',ortino "None" for political oreference indicate
a state of nenivine apathy, both to nolitics as well as public affairs.
TAALF

12

POLITICAL PARTY AND EXPCWYa
percent exposed to

"?A:ZTY

Tv-:ovies

"Tooks"

Articles etc.

Repubican

53.5

15.8

70.4

-1446)

Democrat

53.7

17.6'

66.0

-J245

Other

62.3

26.1

79.7

None

55.7

12.2

59.1 ..

(N=)

____

6__
9)

.

.

Home Ownershi.p.
Respondents were asL-ed if they owned or rented their
homes.
In view of the home fallout shelter
oeroran it was thought

that home ownership might have a positive effect on information level.
Table 13 reveals no special differences between renters and owners in
level of exposure.
The whole ,uestion -f home ownership must brine
into the analysis consideration of any aqe, income, or rural/urban
qualifications which may pertain, and are in turn themselves related
tn level of reported information exposure.
TABLE 13
tHo(1

OW#LRSHIP AND LXP0.URP.
percent exposed to

Ownership

---

V--

TV-Movies

"Rooks"

Own Home

53.2

15.7

69.2

906

Rent Home

55.4

is.$

63.4

(5l.3_).

.

-

-

-

-

-------.--.-

I.N-

Articles etc.,

s-

i.,---.-

in-nnun-,-.-n

(N=)

.-

n
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Comeosition of Household. The number and composition of the household
of the respondents bears a relationship to the level of exposure
reported. Table 14. which presents the results for number of persons
in the household, shows the highest levels of exposure for those
households with from three to six people. A drop occurs for those
households with seven or more members. Households of only one or
two people report the lowest exposure for both TV-iovie viewing and
the reading of articles. Since a household with more than one or
two members is, for all practical pu poses, one with children in it,
two more tables are examined. Table 15 specifies exposure for those
with children under 13 years old, and Table 16 for those with children
13 to 21 years old.
Those households with younger children, under 13, report the highest
exposures, especially those with two or three in this age group.
These range from 75.2 to 78.5 percent exposure to articles etc. It
appears that the family with from two to four children has the highest exposure. Since many respondents indicated that their information on nuclear war and fallout shelters was brought home from school
by their children, this result may only be a tribute to the efficacy
of the grammar school shelter information program. More likely, however, these parents with younger children are more concerned and
receptive to such information than other households. Also. the parents
of younger children are apt to be somewhat younger themselves, which
may explain the relatively lower exposure for those households with
older children, compared to those with children under 13, as the
parents of children 13 to 21 years old are likely to be somewhat
older than the parents of younger children.
TARLE 14
N

WRE IN HOUSE14OLD AND EXPOSURE
.

percent exposed to

TV-Movies

"Books"

Articles etc.

(Nn)

1

38.6

16.4

58.6

(114)

2

43.8

12.4

60.4

(354)

3

57.8

1.

65.l

2)

4

61.9

21.2

75.o

(307)

5

60.0

17.9

75.5

j195)

6

63.3

20.4

724(

52.0

17.3

61.2

No.in Household

-

7 or more

( 98)
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TABLh 15

NUMBER CNILDREN UINDE

13 ANT) EXPOSURE

percent exposed to

No. children under 13

TV-Movies

"Books"

Articles etc.

none

46.0

14.4

62.1

(730)

1

59.7

17.5

71.9

(263)

2

66.2

20.6

75.2

(213)

3

59.9

21.5

78.S

(107)

4 or more

66.0

20.7

64.1

(106)

(N=)

TABLE 16

NIJMRF.R CHILDREN 13-21 AND EXPOSURE
percent exposed to

TV-Movies

"Books"

Articles etc.

(N.)

none

54.3

18.0

66.7

(935)

1

53.4

14.1

68.4

1264)

2

57.2

17.2

74.0

(145)

3 or more

42.1

1293

56.2

(_57)

No. children 13-21

I

II ,II iii

I I II _ •

li•
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Households other than those of single womer were
Hilitar Experience,
asked if the nmale head had had any military e'c-erience, and if he
had had military experience they were then asked if he had ever
Those households with males who had military
been in combat.
experience reported hiahpr exposure to information on nuclear war
and fallout shelters.
The differt-nces are substantial, 14.5 percent more for TV-movie viewina and 11.7 percent more for exposure
to articles etc. as seen in Table 17. A possible explanation for
these differences may lie in the actual military experience itself
such as film presentations and lectures.
Reserve status or participation in veteran's organizations may also affect exposure.
TABLF. 17
MILITARY EXPERIENCE AND EXPOSUE
percent exposed to

Experience?
Had military

TV-Movies

"Books"

Articles etc.

(Nu)

60.5

21.0

72.3

(745)

46.0

11.6

60.6

(587)

experienceDid not have

military experience
The effect of actual combat experience from Table 18 seems to be of
no real consequence.
The differences are tilnT
0 9 ptrcent less
for TV-movie viewing of those with combat experienco and only 1.5
percent more for articles etc.
The determinina factor seems to be
military experience itself, regardless of any exposure to combat.
This would indicate a simple social source of the military experience
difference (such as reserve meetings) rather than any psychological
accentuation of receptivity such as might have be*" expected to be
brouaht on by combat experience.
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TABLE 18
C.X)MBT EXPERIENCE ANn EXPOSuqJ..

percent exposed to

Combat Experience
Had combat

experience
Did not have

"Books"

Articles etc.

(Nz)

60.2

18.2

74.8

(269)

61.1

22.7

72.3

(455)

.....

1combat experience

4.

TV-Mnvies

Specific, Media Sources

For each of the three basic communications media examined the responor source. These responses
dents were asked to provide either a title
A oreat many respondents found it
were both diverse and ambiguous.
difficult to recall the details of an article read, or TV program
watched some time in the past. Whenever possible, at least the basic
For the question askina which
kind of source or show was obtained.
I
s were recalled this ambiguity reached such proportions as to
For analytic
make the results unsuitable for the intended analysis.
tmrposes this "Bonks" category can be regarded as a supnlement to
the item on articles and. pawrhlcts read.
In addition to the neneral con-:ern with the actual breakdown of
specific types and sources of communications on nuclear war and
fallout shelters this renort must also consider discretely those
respondents who report exposure to Civil Defense and other novprn.
sent sponsored communications on these topics.
Respondents who recalled seeino any movies or
4oviesolV Programs.
tel evision programis on nuclear war or fallout shelters were asked
Included in these resoonses were
to spe:ify the titles of these.
exposure to radio and theater drams and school and community presenTable 19 indicates that the bulk of exposure to television
tations.
oation. consists of various drama and entertainment
and movie cou
programming with some 61.6 percent of those recalling TV-aovic expoThe remaininp 311.4 percent
sure mentioning this type of exposure.
who were TV-movie exposed can be regarded as havina had some minimum
'Since the
level of factual or technical information communicated.
overall exposure to TV-movies was 54.0 percent the combined news,
government and community sponsored programs account for 20.2 percent
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of the total sample which have been exposed to "factual" communications.
In effect, the greatest part of the television-muovie exposure
Films such as (in the Beach, and the
was Pssentially non-technical.
TV Drooram Twilight Zone occurred with considerable frpmtiency in the
specified responses.
Cverniient sponsored films, includin' -civil
defense and military proprans, accounted for 12.7 percent of the TV/movie exposure.
This figure, related to the overall level of 54.:•
percent, means that some 6.9 percent of the total sample r'bnonding
recalled exposure to covernment sponsored films.
TABLIE 19

MOVIES AND IV PROGRAMS VWI '•D

Type of Program

Percent

_N l~l

M4ovies or drama proograms on TV, Theater
or ra(lio

61.6

news or Public Affairs Proorams,
or 'm

23.0

Civil nefense, (nvernment,
Films

-)

Radio

or Military

Sehool Movies or other Oomaunitv
Presentations

12.7

2.7

"Books Read".
Table
showed that some, 16.9 percent of the total
sample recalled readinV a "book" on nuclear war or fallout shelters.
EIxaienation of the specified responses for actual titles
of books
read reveals that those respondents who recalled having read a book
about the topics involved did not always have in mind what is usually
rcVarded as a "book".
In fact very few of them did.
t
presents the actual distribution of stecific responses.
Apparently
when asked to recall "books" the bulk of the respondents thought of
anything at all they may have read, regardless of type of publication.

j
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It can be argued that if the ori('ir.al 16.9 percent result was true
somethinn odd migiht be going oti since ir,a national sawpl,'' the
incicdence of book reading is not going to he very higih in any case
and the liiure
obtained would have indicated an unusually hjch
level of exposure to information fror, books.
In effct,
the tables
for "bool.s" can he r(egarded as a supplement of sorts to the findings
for articles, partaphlts, booklets etc. read.
Aoain, as for TV-movie
viewina, most of the reported exposure was from whnt can be renarded
as "Poopular" sources.
TARLU

20

"RESPONSES TO "ROOMS READ?"

Type of Response

Percent
(N=1( 3)

Articles from popular mana7ines
or popular books

60.8

Serious books or macna2ines

22.0

Civil Defense pamphlets

17.2

Articles Etc.
Articles, booklets, and pamphlets accounted for the
preatest overall level of reported exoosure.
Over two-thirds of the
sample recalled reading one or another of these types of sources.
These 67.2 percent of the sample were asked to further recall just
where such articles etc. appeered.
TAble 21 presents these responses.
Civil )efense p, blicati-ins accounted for 23.8 percent of the reported
exposure.
Other novernment agencies accounted for 10.2 oercent and
the remainino 66.0 percent were either unable to recall the specific
source or answered that various popular media such As newspapers,
manaxines, etc. accounted for their exposure.
Relates to the totAl sample, and not Jubt those reportinn exposur,.,
the Civil Trefense publication exposure results in 16.0 percent of
the total sample so exposed.
similarly the 10.2 percent figure
for other povernment anencies comprises 6.0 percent of the overall
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of the tntal sarmple, 22.9 percent of those
Thus ov-ra fifth
sample.
answerinn, can be reoarded as reporting exposure to government or
civil defense supplied information on nuclear war and fallout shelters.
TABLE 21

SOUR:.•

()F ARTMCLULS

BOOKLFTS oR I'MIPFLETS RFAD

Source

5.

Percent
(N=874)

From Civil Defense Publications

23.8

From other government agencies

10.2

Specified other sources

54.1

Unspecified other soitroes

11.9

Time of Interview

During the course of the field interviewin% negotiations for a
nuclear test ban agreement were initiated, coml-leted and announced.
Directly after this the House Commnittee approved the administration
As the negotiations proceeded and announcefallout shelter program.
ments were made the level of exposure reported increased for all
three coimunicatins sources.
Table 22 reveals an increase in the level of reported exposure for
tMe respondents who were interv!ewed during the period of negotiations and agreement on the test ban agreement and shortly after the
House onomittee announcement of Approval of the administration fallThe sample proved sensitive to the news rprportae
out shelter program.
and novernment announcements attendant on these events directly concerned
Reported exposure to articles
with the topics under consideration.
etc. increased when ,r-otiations commenced and remained at rouphly the
low
same level, 71.8 percent to 69.7 percent compared to the initial
Television and movie exposure increased somehat
of 6S.4 percent.
more steadily, going from a pre-nenotiation low of 51.6 percent to a
high of 60.2 percent after the announcement of the &tretomemt.
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TARLE: 22
TIMI' OF INh:,'VIEW (T!*iT RAN:)

A0:)

EXPOSIPFF

percent exposed to

Ev.nts

TV-Movies

"Books"

Articles etc.

(N=)

Before necotiations
started prior to
7/21/63

51.6

11.'

65.4

(921)

While Negs..ooing
on and before acretment announced,
7/21 to 7/25

S6.4

17.P

71.

(117)

After agreement
announced and before
House 'ommit tee
approval on fallout
shelter pr2ogram

C_ ).121.4

After House Committee approved
administration
fallout shelter
proaram Aug. 14,
1963

6.

58.0

.

11.1

70.1

69.7

19l)

(i9q)

Conclusions

A sizable pogtion, oer two-thirds, of out national sample of 1434
Americans reported exposure to one or another of the basic sources
of information an nu.oleAr war &nd fallout sheltoes.
Most of this
exposure was to what can be termed "popular" communications media.
However, a significant percentave, 16.0 percent of the total sample,
reported exposure to civil defense publications and another 6.9
percent to other oovernment sponsored reading material.
Thus,
better than a fifth,
32.2*
percent, of the total sample were able to
recall exposure to govermmet s"onsored information of various types.
Exposure to the information media varied with a number of respondent
Chatracteristics.
liducation pla*%s a -wnsidvrabtle role in reported
level of exposure.
The more educited
tarch sore telovision op these
topics, see more movies and riead *ore.
VAriables such as income and
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occuAtion provided similar results, the hicher status characteristics
resulted in hic h levels of exposure.
Oenerally, for these and other
characteristics, the differences obtained for patterrs of exposure
were oreater for exposure to readino material than for television and
Althounh sionificiant differences were obtained for
movie viewino.
different oroupincis ofl respondents, IV-movie viewinn can be ovnerally
A
renarded as a more hnmoreneous information source than reaninn.
notable exception to this findinc was the effect of ace on rcorted
exposure.

Ynunoer

people were generally more "exposed" than older

Respondents
and this held true esnecially for TV-movie viewinn.
under thirty years of a(re were one of the few oroups where IV-movie
vi-win9 approached the 17vel of exposure reported for articles, booklets etc. 72,7 nercent of these young people reported TV-movie sources
and 75.2 percent reported rpadinn articles etc.
yven those respondents with less than a oramar school education
reported a hicher level of exposure to reaiding aaterial than for TVmovie viewinct, 42.6 percent for articles etc. and 38.1 percent for
TV-.ovies.
Only the extremely low income respondents, those with an
annual
family income under $3000 reported higher exposure to
TV-movies than to articles, booklets, and pamphlets etc. with 43.3
percent reportinn W-movie exposure and 41.7 percent exposure to
articlps etc.
Only the handful of farm laborers in the sample did
likewise.
In almost every instance the written wort! accounts for more repnrted
exposure to information on nuclear war and fallout shelters than do

television Cr movies.
Examination of the overall levels of exposure during the period of
the prooress of the nuclear test ban negotiations and final acreement
points up the sensitivity of the sample and their sources of information tn the actual course of related events.
The incremnts in
exposure over t ine were nn* dramatic but they were certainly consistent.
As "thinos happened"* respondents were more likely to roport
exposure to information.
The nuestion "who are the people exposed to information on nuclear war
and fallout shelters?" has been at least partially answered.
They
primarily are the young, well *ducated and well off. The obverse
inquiry merits some consideration.
Those who live in rural
areas, are less well educated and less well off comprise the populatitm
who have had substantially less exposure to infor-ation on, these tcpics.
In viaw of the ubiquitous nature of television as a prime comeunicatinns
medium in our society its-performance as a source of information
in
nuclear wAr and fallout shelters musl be questioned.
hven the poor
and und4Wcated oet most of their informtiou. from written material and
what information they do oat ftom TV-movie viewir:w can be reqarded
as essentially frivolous or unrelated to the realities
of the situaties.
Only 12.4 percent of the total saple
could recall a erws or pubilic
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affairs nronram on the tonics of nuclear war or fallout shelt(,r;.
Direct
This m.ust represent a failure on the part nf the medium.
exposure to civil defense publications alone provided a considerably hioher level of' exposure, 16.0 percent for the total sample.
If the public, especially those elements of the public that compose
the relatively deprived, is to be informed on these mattcrs then
television and racdio must play a far greater ancl more responsible
role than they presently do.

